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LEASED WIRE TELEQRAPH SERVICE

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
BOAT8 AS STREET CARS.
AuguBta, Ua., March lb. Regular
boat service today was installed in
place of street cars on some of Augusta's flooded streets. The Savannah river, ordinarily not more thar
15o yards wide, stretches a mile from

Education Without Common Sense is of

CONDITIONS
Kansas City,

SATURDAY,

MARCH 16, 1912.

ARE IMPROVING
Mo., March 16. Al-

CITY EDITION.

son of Jack Allen, with 20 of their
clansmen, have been located at Devil's Den, In the Blue. Ridge mountains
of th North Carolina-Virginiborder.

DESPERADOESARE

FATAL WRECK

IN

though officials 4tf all the railroads
whose traffic was blocked by the recent blizzard In western and northern
OF
Kansas reported Improved conditions
TEMPLE OF FAME
today all the lines are not yet open.
The plans for the "Temple of
There
the Georgia offing to the Carolina
six Chicago, Rock Island
Kame," the entertainment to be given
and P flc passenger trains stalled
shore while a 35.5 foot depth was
under the direction of Mrs. W. G.
between Phllllpeburg and Goodland.
shown by the gauge. While property
Haydon for the benefit of the Las VeThe mtragement expects to release
and livestock loss is expected to be
gas Hospital on April 8 sre rapidly
IMPRESSIVE
UNITED STATES CONSUL AT TAM considerable in the lowlands, there WITH
RITES OLD these before tomorrow.
MEN WHO WIPED OUT VIRGINIA developing and the
audience will be COLLI8ION OF TWO VESSELS REBATLESHIP IS SUNK IN GULF
The in ion Pacific is not open be
PICO GETS AN ANONYhas been no loss of life reported.
COURT ARE SAID TO HAVE
given a real treat in a line quite out
SULTS IN THE DEATH OF
tween Bills and Colorado points but
of the ordinary.
OF MEXICO
A number of I as
Many families have been forced to
MOUS LETTER.
BEEN TREED.
SEVERAL PEOPLE.
its officials state It hat conditions
abandon their homes.
Vegas' most talented matrdns
and
practically will be normal tomorrow.
beautiful young ladies will take part
WAS COVERED WITH FLOWERS
The superintendent of the Atchison, SEVERAL POSSES IN PURSUIT in the entertain meat. The scene of
GIVEN TILL
FOUR O'CLOCK
Montgomery
Expects Flood
HELP
ARRIVED
SPEEDILY
and Santa Fe here, said the
Topeka
16.
The
the production is laid in the Temple
Montgomery, Ala., March
road is not blocked although trains
of Fame. The queen I seated in
AUTHORITIES OF GOVERNMENT Aln'oama liver will have flooded the AS THE VESSEL DISAPPEARED are
IT IS EXPECTED THE MURDERERS
delayed.
her throne and at her call notable OTHER SHIPS IN THE VICINITY
lower business district of Montgom
BENEATH THE WAVES A SA L
PROMISE TO GIVE AMPLE
WILL PUT UP A DESPERAVERTED A TERRIBLE
tomorrow
if
characters
the
from history
ery by
presmorning
from every
UTE WAS FIRED
BORAH FOR PRESIDENT
PROTECTION.
ATE RESISTANCE.
ent increase in the river's rise is
age and every country will appear beCATASTROPHE.
Boise, Idaho, Sfcrch 16. "Senator
fore her wfch their plea for the laurel
maintained. The weather observer
E.
Willam
Borah
is the
wreath which is bestowed upon the
it will reach M feet, five feet HEROIC DEAD ARE
FEDERAL COMMANDER KILLED says
HONORED slogan of the Idaho
Am
ARE
UNDER ARREST character most
PASSENGERS BEHAVED CALMLY
Progressive Re FIVE
above flood stage.
wfrthypublican leacue launched horn
A committee will be chosen from
'
.
.
.
IE
:MA
..
JT
i
CONFERENCE OF COHORTS
VICTIMS OF FATEFUL EXPLOSION as a compromise in the battle being THESE INCLUDE FLOYD
MAJOR ALOANA
18 EXECUTED
the audience to judge which of the
ALLEN,
OFFICERS PRE8ERVED
DI8CIP-New York, March 16. The conferbetween
the Taf and Roose
fought
characters shall be awarded the
ESCORTED TO PIER BY GUARD
UPON THE ORDER OF GENWHO WAS INJURED DUR-- I
LINE
IN
THE FACE OF
velt forces. It now is proposed that
ence of leaders In the Roosevelt movecrown. The judges will make their
OF HONOR
ERAL OROZCO.
NO 8HOOTING.
a solid Borah delegation be sent to
ment, which began last night, was
GRAVE DANGER.
decision on the following points: first,
the national republican convention and
continued today. Colonel Roosevelt
costume, second, delivery; third, repl in case that
Havana, Cuba, March 16.The
with
neither Tuft or Roose
Senator
Washington, March 16. American was in consultation
Pulaski, Va., Marcn 16. Hillsvllle resentation of the character and last,
New Haven, Eng., March 16. Four
Consul Miller at Tampico, Mexico, in- Joseph Dixon, his campaign manager,
rites connected with the sinking velt secures the nomination on the has practically been cut off from di- the best
Further announcements passengers and several
plea
.ailora are
formed the stale department today Alexander H. Revell of Chicago, chair- ol the battleship Maine and with car- first ballot to push the Idaho senator rect communication since
snd its
early today. regarding the entertainment
to
believed
have
that he bad received an anonymous man of the Roosevelt national com- rying to their last resting place the forward as the only progressive who A long distance telephone
been
this
drowned
message progress will be made later
letter warning all Americans to leave mittee and Charles Buell. chairmen bodies of many of her gallant sailors would be satisfactory to the const r- - from there just arrived here,
as a result of a collision be
morning
however,
were the center of interest here to vative element of the iarty.
that vicinity before 4 o'clock this af- of the New York City committee.
declares that the reports from the
tween the Peninsular and Oriental linJAME8 HARRIS DEAD
.
ternoon. The authorities
promised was announced that Ormsby Mellarg, day.. The old battleship was to be
mountains yesterday of the arrest of
Janesvllle, Wis., March IP James er Oceana and the German bark
who lias been looking after the Roose sunk in the waters of the Gulf of
proper precautions would be taken.
Sldna Allen and the killing of his Harris, who attained prominence by
Pisagua off Beachy Head in the EngA battle is expected at Torreon velt movement m the south, hereaf Mexico, the smoke of the
saluting
wife proved erroneous and that the his refusal to sell his barhwlre factory
lish
channel. The Oceana had on
where federal troops have been con- ter would be stationed at Washing- guns of war vessels serving for a
to
the
"wire trust" died of
outlaw, with his brother Jack and
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
board 5,O00.O00 In bullion. The spetheir clan, is still at large. An organ- apoplexy today.
centrating. Withdrawal of the gov ton as Senator Dixon's right hand funeral sihroud, while with national
mourning the bodies of the sailors were
ernment troops from various localities man.
ized hunt for the murderers of the
cie was being conveyed to China as
Btarted on their journey to Washingfor the Torreon movement Is reported
Carroll county court officers began in
of the advance being made by
part
IMMENSE ARMY MARCHES international
ton.
Followed in procession by the
to be responsible for the scattered
1G. -- Senate:
earnest today.
bankers to th Chinese
Washington, .March
EACH
TO
SENATOR
president of the Cuban republic ami Met at noon.
disorders in various parts of the coungovrnment.
Many wild rumors of captures and
by other high dignitaries and amid
ON CHINESE CAPITAL For some time the lives of the linSenator Kern spoke in favor ol killings filtered into town last
try.
ANNOUNCE HIS CHOICE a concourse of all classes of Cubans Sherwood 'dollar a day" pension bill They came by word of mouthnight.
er's 41 passengers and of the 280
and
and citizens, the dead of the Maine and denounced Smoot
substitute.
Paid In Own Coin.
men of her crew were placed in danthrough the mysterious, wireless.
on the shoulders of Cubau
were
borne
Adopted Lea resolution calling on methods of the mountains, organized RESIDENTS OF PEKING ADMIT ger. The courage of the officers and
Chihuahua, Mex., March 16. (via IN
VOTING FOR SENATORS
THE sailors and artillerymen through the department of
THEY ARE SCARED OUT OF
El Paso) Major T. R. Aldana, chief
justice for information principally to tell of the advent of a
the speedy arrival of assistance, howstreets of Havana.
ROLL CALL WILL BE
THEIR WIT8.
regarding proposed reorganization of revene officer into "moonshine" dis
of staff to Pancho Vina, taken prison
ever, prevented a terrible catastrophe
UTILIZED
Cuban infantry lined the sidewalks harvester trust.
trlcts. er yesterday in a fignt between rebels
Twenty-eigh- t
of the passengers were
on which a great multitude revereni
London, March 16. General Sheng
Opposition was expressed by mamv
and Villa's band on Concha river near
Reports over the one wire leading
landd here and nine at Eastbourne in
Santa Fe, N. M., March 16. The ly uncovered as the bodies
passed facturers before 'abor committee to into Hillsvllle were that Sldna Allen Yuan with his army of 10,000 troops small
Santa Rosalia, was executed at sunboats, but it is feared that the
state senate this forenoon adopted from the mortuary chamber in the eight hour
government contract work had not been located and is presumed from the province of Kah Su, who other four have been
rise this morning. In accordance with
ruie to P'ovem joint sqsions of Palace trj the side of the harbor. There bill
drowned, toI
,
to be with his elan. It is now defi was reported a few days ago to be gether with some members
ordersof General Orozco.
Aldana both
of the
houses and the balloting for they were placed in the custody of
march
'ng on Peking after defeating Lascar crew
Hquse:
had sent word to Orozco that he
nitely known that the number of out a
the
of a
by
United States senators. By joint re- officers of the United States navy.
capsizing
continued
ad boat which was
republican army,
consideration of excise
would be executed if captured by the
laws engaged in the court room shoot,
to
them
transferring
solution the two houses will set the As the caskets, draped with Cuban incomes
vance on the capital today In spite
begun will expectation of a ing was ten. It nas been
federals and Orozco's reply was tt hour and date
a
steamer standing Ey.
reported of the
for balloting for sen and American flags and covered with vote Monday.
of
President Yuan
appeals
order for Aldana's execution.
that the Aliens were reinforced after
The Oceana was bound from Lonalors as well as for other officers and flowers, were borne out a guard of
Shi Kai, according to a dispatch from
Chairman Moss or agricultural ex their retreat to the
mountains and the
don
for Bombay.
as each member's name Is called he! honor saluted and all along the line
She was proceedTien Tsin.
peuditures committet announced in authorities
Madero's Name Cheered.
probably will have 20 or
down
shall announce the name of the can the salute was continuous until the
the
ing
channel when
Enghsn
A
Munkden says
telegram from
vestigation in affairs of that depart 30 armed and determined men to deal
Laredo, Tex., March 16. Two thou- didate for whom he votes. A mes
the bark: smashed into her broadside-on- ,
ment would be continued.
that
General
Tsao
procession reached the harbor.
is
expected
Chang
with.
sand supporters of the "peace com- sage was received from United States
and practically tore the side out
Ait the harbor itself stood guard e
to march on Peking at any moment
Governor Mann has sent word that
mission" movement in Mexico partici- District Attorney B. S. Rodey at Seat
of the steamer. The passengers and
of
of
honor
with
an
co
from
to
Manchuria
guard
army
the Aliens must be captured at any
pated in a parade through the streets tie, congratulating both houses upon war veterans, and facing these was
operate with General Sheng Yung. the steamer's officers behaved with
cost
and
that
on
comthe
stain
of Nuevo Laredo, across
the
the Rio organization.
another guard of honor of Cuban solThe gravest apprehensions are felt in great calmness, but the crew, com
monwealth must be wiped out.
Grande from this place, today. Along
The state senate today, in adopt- - (Hers. The other great function, the
posed of Lascars was panic stricken
Peking.
the line of the march the name of ing rules for joint sessions, decided
and delayed the lowerinc or the boats.
sinking of the wreck of the Maine
BLAMED FOR GRIME
Posse Begins Pursuit.
Madero was greeted with almost con- to begin balloting for United States wa8 to take
TRAINMEN ARE DISCHARGED.
Boats lowered from a cross-chaplace this afternoon. The
Hlllsville, Va., March 16. Organtinuous "Vivas."
senators on next. Tuesdav at 10
nel steamer picked jip a large numAlbuquerque, N. M., March 16.
ized pursuit of the fugitive Allen outThe demonstration grew out of the o'clock.
Owing to the almost equal neatli great masses of floral offerings,
Following an investigation into the ber of others. Life boats were sent
GOVERNOR
ALDRICH SEES REA laws began early today. Sixty detec- McCartys wreck on the
peace meeting in Nuevo Laredo under strength of four leading candidates and escorted by warships belonging to
Albuquerque out fro mshore In reply to signals
80N FOR MUTINY IN NEBRAStives, picked men from all over the division of the Santa Fe, which oc- of distress. An
auspices of a "peace commission" now on the republican side a long dead- the United States navy and the Cuban
attempt first was
KA PENITENTIARY
state, most of them carrying army curred
traveling in Nuevo Leon. The com- lock Is looked for.
ravy, wa stowed out to sea. Under
Wednesday night and which made to beach the Oceana, but she
rifles in addition to their revolvers, resulted in the death of three
mission hopes to create sentiment
the salutes of cannon from the Cabpersons, sank quickly. The collision occurred
were
16.
marshalled for the perilous task three members of the work train crew while the
March
Governor
Lincoln,
Neb.,
G.
P.
O.
anas fortress she proceeded to find
SPLIT IN ALABAMA
against further revolutionary agitation
passengers were in their
of scouring mountain strongholds for
among the masses or the Mexican
were dismissd
Birmingham, Ala., March lfi ThePer last resting place in the unsound Aldridj today said that what he
from the Service. berths. The water rushed in so quickas unjust criticism of the main body of the gang that wiped These men are: Conductor
movement in Alabama camelrd depths of the Gulf of Mexico.
people, particularly among members antl-TaJ, R. ly that the lower decks were awash
the
is culpable, out the circuit court of Carroll counprison
management,
to
a
head
of
of labor unions. The "commission" is
today, when a conference
Stokes, Engineer C. T. Nezzer and in a few moments and the passengers,
in a large measure, for the outbreak ty here Thursday.
similar to others now at work In oth- progressive republicans met in this
RIVERS IS FAVORITE
Brakeman W. B. Anderson. Brake-ma- n trying to make their way to the up
of
Stories as to the strength of the
Thursday. He said this had the efer portions of the republic. Its mem- city to taKe steps looking to the Lq Angeles, Calif., March 16. With
J. M. Hunt of the work train per decks, had to woe through water
to the winner said to be assured of a fect of stirring up the convicts and desperadoes are conflicting but it is crew was exonerated from blame as
bers are union labor leaders.
sending of Roosevelt delegates
up to their waists. The first boat lowChicago to contest with the Tart dele- - mateh with Ad Wolgast, on July 4 that the penitentiary officials, from believed that from a dozen to 18 of was also the fireman, Fiackner. The ered was swamped and the passengates for seats in the national con-- for the lightweight championship, Joe fear of incurring further adverse crit- them are together, probably hidden crew of the extra east which crashed gers were thrown into the water, but
Governor Asks Help.
ventton. The leader of the Roosevelt Rivers of xs Angeles and Jack White icism of their methods, failed to take and entrenched In some
16.
March
Governor
Austin, Tex.,
into the wreck train were exonerated, all were picked up. The second boat
such stringent measures, as would
f
mountain hole just across the the
Colquitt today said that Monday he movement is Joseph O. Thompson.
Chicago were scheduled to fight r
investigation revealing that they was just sinking when a life boat
have otherwise been enforced, thus North Carolina line. With a
would ask Brigadier General Duncan ternal revenue collector for the
at the Vernon arena this
price on were in no way responsible for the from shore reached it.
it
to
easier for the prisoners
their heads, these men are expected accident. The extra east crew condistrict, who is said to be nt ternoon. Weight conditions were that making
of the department of Texas to station
take advantage of their guards.
to battle to the death when cornered. sisted of
10 detachments of United States cav- outs with the president, because the both men scale 128
10
at
pounds
Conductor S. B. Miller,
When Convicts Taylor, Morley and
alry at towns between El Paso and latter disregarded some of his recom- o'clock this moruing, and neither had
McAffee and Hook, EnginBrakemen
The Bark Is Sinking.
Dowd slipped into the blinding snowFive Men In Jail.
Del Rio to assist Texas rangers in mendations in the matter of federal trouble making the required weight.
eer Ira Fouch and reman Jones.
storm
and
faced
from
sight,
they
Roanoke, Va., March 16. The only
Dover, Eng., March 16. The Ger
Although White is a boxer of greater
O. F. Hlgginson, trainmaster of the
preventing raids by Mexicans on cat- patronage.
seem to have slipped into a mysteri'
prisoners in jail at Hillsvllle are Albuquerque division, who conducted man bark Pisagua has arrived here
tle ranches.
experience than the local boy, the
iviAiiNt iu bPtAK r "st
a sinking, condition. Several tugs
Mexican has ruled a favorite in the ous hiding place which may never be Floyd Allen, his son, Victor, Cabell the
investigation Into the wreck, in
discovered. This morning, nearly 48
1G.
Me.. March
Maine
Augusta,
4 of W to 7.
bet(iin, at
Strickland, Byrd Marlon and John made the following statement after were in attendance.
Apprehension is Felt
hours after the triple murder of War- Moore, the nast named
.
Mexico City, March 16. Although pribably will be the first, of ithe Newi
being arrested the investigation uau oeen concluded:
den
to express its preferstates
Delahunty, his deputy and an today. Moore held the Alien gang's
England
PROTEST IS REGISTERED
no American citizens were molested
"1 believe
the general public is
ence for the democratic presidential
usher, not a trace has been found of horses while
Escaped In Night Clothes.
16.
Washington, March
Applies
by the Mexicans who errorized the
they were in the court aware of how the wreck occurred.
the
who
shot
and
nomination
The
state
dynaconvention
desperadoes
tior. was made to the commerce court
room. Members of the clan at large The Santa Fe has certain rules govresidents of Tampico last night, great
London, March 16. A score of pasmited their way out of prison.
will meet in this city next Tuesday
In the mountains sre Sidna and
today by shippers on the board of
from the wrecked steamer
aprpehenslon 1s felt there, according to
sengers
erning the movement of its trains.
Governor Aid rich arrived here on a
select the delegates to the Balti- trade of Kansas City, the Omaha
to a consular report received here toJack Allen.
Victoria station toOceana
reached
not
When
are
these rules
obeyed
more convention. There will probably
train and went to the penitenThe funeral car bearing the body those
grain exchange, the St. Joseph board night
day.
in night dresses and paclad
of
day
only
are
them
guilty
disobeying
to
conduct an investigaThe American embassy has In- be an effort, to Instruct the delegates of trade and the Atchison board of tiary early
of Judge Massie passed through Roan'Woodrow Wilson. Senator Gard- trade for an
negligence. In the case of the Mc- jamas and covered with dressing
tion, which, it is hoped, may disclose
structed Consul Miller to take every for
oke today on the way to Lynchburg.
injunction to restrain the
cartys ,wreck, the engineer, conduc- gowns and overcoats. Half of the
ner, Congressman McGlllicuddy and interstate commerce commission rcn the means by which friends of the Mrs. Massie and
one of her daugh- tor and rear
possible precaution, arming for pro
of the other party leaders are
were
revolflagman have been found number wer,: women, most of whom
to
several
able
the
slip
tectlon if necessary, and to make a
enforcing its recent orders regarding fugitives
are ill at the Massie home in Puters
In favor of the New Jersey
vers and explosives in to their
guilty of negligence. Under certain were in a state, of collapse. Some,
payments by railroads of allowances
strong representation to the Mexican outspoken
laski and were unauie to go to the
conditions, in some cases, the en of them were without stockings or
authorities there, who will be held to governor. Some of the other leaders, for the elevation of grain tut. Missouri friends.
funeral. Two sons, Cabell and Wiland conductor, may have a shoes and some who had fallen Into
believe
that
the
however,
gineer
delegates river cities.
account for any loss of life or destructo
the
Lynchbody
bur,
accompanied
should be left free to follow their
valid excuse for failure to see that the water during the rescue had been
INVESTIGATION
CONTINUES
tion of the property of American citias well as members of the bar the rules are enforced. In the Mc- unable to change their clothing.
burg
own
judgment
STRIKERS USE WEAPONS
Washinflton, March 16. The inves- from
zens San Fernando and Burgos in
Wyethvllle and Pulaski.
A few instances of broken arms
Cartys wreck, however, it has been
Barre, Mass., March 16. Several tigation of conditions In the federal
the state of Tamaullpas, have proSTRIKERS
the
HOLDING OUT
that
were
shots
after
investigation
among the passengers who
yound
strikbetween
bureau
of
the
exchanged
house
chemistry
by
pas
nounced against the government.
Fall River, Mass., March 16. The en at the Barre Wool Combing com- not ended with the
The
to
themselves.
crew
landed
Are
failed
at
Eastbourne. Oi the crew of
Treed.
Robbers
protect
resignation of
Fall River textile council, represent- pany plant and civil officers here to- Harvey W. Wiley. Chairman M
Charlotte, N. C, March 16. The engineer failed to give the whistle 280 men only 32 are white seamen.
JOHN HILi. DEAD.
ing 30,000 operatives, announced to day. Half a dozen officers were announced his eomtttee had not e
staff representative of a newspaper signal for the brakeman to flag and The officers, Including the captain
Boston, Mass., March 16. John P. day It has virtually rejected five per
five
and
all
ed
rts
slightly Injured
here wires today from Fries, Virginia, the conductor failed to see that the and 130 Iascars, were landed at New
men,
inquiry and that further in
Hill, former governor of Maine, and cent wage Increase offered by the Italians, were arrested. The clash
or
was
that Sldna Allen, Claude Allen, (son flagman did his duty. The flajrman Haven while oi tiers landed at Eastthe
irlefion
luigauou,
proDaoiy
acting chairman of the republican manufacturers and has demanded a followed the removal of some earn that Dr.
declared forced him of Floyd), Sidney Edwards, (nephew failed to properh protect the train bourne but their exact number has
Wiley
committee, died here today.
flat Increase of 16 per cent
from the plant.
not been ascertained.
to retire.
of Floyd Allen) and Freeman Allen, a as was his duty, hence the wreck."
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FROM

LITTLE

New Tort, March
It la often
0
Mid that history repeats Itself and
there seems to be no doubt that is
true in many instances. The old Romans had a saying ,nat. lf ,wo different
persona do the same thing It's not
always the same thine. How this
saying originated Is not known, but
its meaning Is clear enough and anyone familiar with American conditions
will readily recognise that the meaning Is as true today as it was In ancient Rome. A rather striking .illustration was furnished by the Immigration authorities at this port the
ether day
One of the Oinard liners which arrived here from IJwrpooi had among
Its first cabin passengers an Interesting and devoted couple. She was a
young and wealthy widow from Rome,
while he was a young Brazilian importer with offices in New Tort. Regardless of conventionalities and laws
the two had been traveling together
la Europe as If they were married
and had continued their Intimate relations while crossing the ocean to
this port TTpon their arrival the Immigration authorities threatened to
send the two to Ellis Island, as there
is a law which bars such unconventional travelers from landing In this
country. But, It seems, that law only
applies to the poor, not to millionaires. When the young man heard
that he and his lady were to ne sent
to Ellis Island, he telephoned to the
Brazilian consul general, who promptly sent his secretary to "explain"
matters to the authorities. When
this did not convince the immigration
Inspectors, the consul general himself
came and threatened to appeal to the
Brazilian ambassador In Washington.
That argument was evidently convincing and the couple was permitted
to land.
A boy with a broken arm had an exciting experience the other day. He
was employed as messenger for a
Maiden Lane Jeweler, but could not
go to wort, because he had broken
his arm by falling down a flight of

I

i

OLD

w!d(.w s house.

The city administration of Greater
Tort Is In great need r f money.

Now

To run the various departments and
to make the necessary improvements

:

Whatever Has Been ""Approved By
Foremost Fashion Authorities
Will Be Found in Our
FIRST SHOWING
AND

COATS

FOR

YORK

Caldwell, N. J., hes only one pauper, who Is maintained at the expense
of the borough. This Is rather fortunate for the town, for If there were
two or more of them, the borough
would have to go Into bankruptcy.
As Caldwell has no poor house, the
only panper Is housed and fed at the
home of a widow, with whom a special arrangement has been made by
the postmaster. The supplies necessary for the sustenance of the pauper are furnished by a local grocer
upon the order of the widow mentton.
ed, and the borough council pays the
was made
bills. The arrangement
about six months ago and when the
bills from the grocer for the first
half of the year came in, the members
of the council were staggered, it appeared from the bills that the "Only
supplied with
Pauper" had been
enough victuals to keep a good nized
family. Among the supplies furnished were two pounors or sugar ?nd
eight eggs a day, with meat, pastry,
bread, potted tongue, and even tracked corn In proportion. The members
of the borough council are rei.ously
considering the proposition of estabpoor house, as they believe
lishing
It would he less expenslva than to
pay for the only pauper's board at the

OF NEW

SPRING

SUITS
1912.

Ready! Latest Models, Incorporating Newest Ideas in Materials,
Patterns, Colors, Trimming Effects And Proportions
In Plain,
Demi-TailorAnd Fancy Styles.
ed

Early enough to satisfy the earliest of
those who aim to be first to don the new

styles and still late enough to avoid presenting any models but those which are
assured a permanent place among the
new Spring styles, comes this advance
showing of the latest suits and coats for
the fair sex.
We've taken considerable pains to
make this exposition not only extensive
but more especially authoritative.
Therefore you can safely choose here
even a little in advance of the season
with the assurance that your selection
will be correct and satisfying in style,
pattern and color.
All the beautiful new fabrics, patterns
and colors have liberal representation
all refreshingly novel, delightfully
thoroughly practical and priced
with sensible moderation.
Speaking in a general way, the new
styles are saner, more artistic and
"wearable" th n they have been in
many vears. We feel confident the'll
appeal to you for their simple elegance
of line, fabric and fit.

I

EGAS DAILY OPTIC

SYSTEMIC
CATARRH
RELIEVED
"PERUNA.

steps at his parental home. His in-- '
Jury did not prevent him, however, to
have a good time with other boys.
They went to the Hudson river and
Jumped upon big cakes of Ice. The
piece upon which the crippled boy
had Jumped, became detached from
the pack and floated toward the middle of the river. The other boys had
presence of mind enough ,to notify the
nearest life saving station and several
men started out In a row boat and
rescued the drifting boy who was
thoroughly scared and mighty glad to
get back to shore.
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My Husband Also Uses

Peruna.
Mrs.

May

Delia
Sam-

uels, whose
pic ture so

com p an les
this testimo-

nial and who
resides at

358

N.Conde St.,
Tipton, Ind.,
writes The
Peruna Co.,

MARCH 16, 1912.

crease in the taxation of real estate
would be advisable, as the assessments are already very high. The
members decided that the safest and
fairest way of Increasing the city's
revenue would
be
levy special
taxes on all business enterprises dependent on the metropolitan environment for their profits, a general
business occupancy tax would be out
of the question, because it would
drive business out of the city. The
commission
realized that the tax
would have to be confined to such
businesses
which depend entirely
upon the city environment and could
not exist outside of a large city, like
hotels, theaters, big restaurants, liquor stores, cigar stores, department
stores, etc. Some of the! members
are in favor of including automobile
sales rooms, art stores and Jewelry
stores In the list

The value wnich some
persons set upon their pets is amus"Eight bo t- ingly exorbitant. One of these dog
ties of Peruna
lovers recently brought suit In the
completely
court to recover $10,000 for
supreme
me
cured
of
the
death
of his pug dog which, as he
-'
systemic ca....3&i.
'
tarrh of
claimed, had been maltreated In the
e
eral years
hospital. Justice McCall,
standing, and
of the supreme court, however, disIf my husmissed the complaint, after he had
band feels
badly or either of us catch cold we at heard the testimony of the veterinaronce take Peruna."
ian hi charge of the aospltal.
as follows

'
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dog-craz- y

:
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Stomach Trouble.
Mrs. Wilson Robinson, 704 Nestle St.,
Toledo, Ohio, writes:
"I feel like a now person. I have
no more heavy feelings, no more pain,
don't belch up gas, can eat most anything without it hurting me. I want
to be working all the time. I have
gained twenty-fou- r
pounds.
"People that see me now and saw
me two months ago seem astonished.
1 tell them Peruna did It.
I will say
it is the only remedy for spring and
ail other ailments."
from year to year requires many millions of dollars and the receipts from
taxes and other sources are inadequate to cover the expenditures. The
limit under
city has reached its
the law and to find some way of increasing the revenues of the city a
Commission of New Sources of City
Revenue was created. The commission, which consists of five able businessmen and financiers has given the subject a great deal of thought
It reached the conclusion that an in- -

ja

The strong arm squad of the Metropolitan police, consisting of a lieutenant and twelve detectives, made a
pretty good record durtng the month
of FebruaryThe members of the
squad, which Is especially charged
with the suppression of rowdyism and
violations of the gambling laws, made
450 arrests during the past month.
Of the persons arrested 344 were convicted; the cases against 58 are still
pending and 48 were discharged. Of
the persons convicted 286 were sentenced to fines or Imprisonment or
both; In 55 cases sentences were suspended; two offenders were sent to
Elmlra reformatory, and one was released on probation. The total of the
fines amounted to $2,134 and the total of the terms of Imprisonment
amounted to 7,488 days. Many of the
arrests were made on the trains of
the subway and the elevated and the
result has been that cases of rowdyism have become a great deal less
frequent than they used to be be- -

fore the creation of the "strong arm plete and up to data Jewelry stock
ATTENTION ELKS
squad."
Have yon had your photograph
remember that you are assured of
wares that are of guaranteed excel made for the new lodge rom? Water,
USUALLY ONE DOSE
lence. We have built up the busi- man Is making sittings and the
ENDS INDIGESTION ness of our store by
are proving as good or a little
pleasing every
patron and making of every patron better than the quality usually turned
All an advertiser.
Dyspepsia, Heartburn, Gas and
We manufacture beau- out by that high class photograpn r.
Stomach Distress Vanishes
tiful filigree Jewelry. Sabino Lujan, Better arrange for a sitting today.
Waterman, the Plaza.
Bridge street
If your meals don't fit comfortably,
or you feel bloated after eating, and
You Judge a man not by what he
I. as
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
you believe it is the food which Alls promises to do, but by what be has
won its great reputation and extenyou; it what little you eat lies like a done. That is the only true teat sive sale
by its remarkable caret of
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Judged
lump of lead on your stomach; if there
by this standard has no superior. Peo- coughs, colds and croup. It can be
is difficulty in breathing after eating, ple everwhere
apeak of It In the high depended upon. Try it. Sold by all
eructations of sour, undigested food est terms of praise. For sale by aft ruT?lStS.
and acid, heartburn, brash or a belch- druggists.
ing of gas, you can make up your
THIS IS EASY
JOHN CHINAMAN
mind that you need something to stop
It
la easy for prospective hostesses Usually lb caricatured as a laundry-mafood fermentation and cure indigesto find pretty trophies at the Baily
but In all China there is no man
tion.
all china who has reduced the business of launCurio
which
is
store,
selling
To make every bite of fod you eat
if dering to the exact science that have
aid in the nourishment and strength at cost for a limited time. Even
modern inventors. The Las Vegas
Lent
not
are
you
entertaining during
of your body, you must rid your stom
of China for Steam Laundry has one of the linest
can
a
find
nice
you
piece
ach of poisons, excessive acid and
New Mexico. The work
stomach gas, which sours your entire use when the society whirly begins laundries in
rendered is the best
more.
and
the
is
service
once
The
and
stock
large
meal interferes with digestion and
proof.
causes so many sufferers of dyspep there Is much room for selection.
sia, sick headache, biliousness, constipation, griping, etc. Your case is
no different you are a stomach sufferer, though you may call it by some
other name; your real and only
trouble is that which you eat does not
digest, but quickly
ferments and
sours, producing almost (any unheal thy condition.
A case of Pape's
Wapepsin will cost
fifty cents at any pharmacy here, and
will convince any stomach sufferer
five minutes after taking
a single
dose that fermentation
and sour
stomach is causing the misery of Indigestion.
Some habits one should want to break and
No matter if you call your trouble
all bad habits are bad to keep.
catarrh of the stomach, nervousness
or gastritis, or by any other name-alw- ays
The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
remember that a certain cure
good habit anyone can have.
is waiting at any drug store the moment you decide to begin its use.
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Pape's Dapepein will regulate any
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
stomach within five minbest opportunity that he may find and then
utes, and digest promptly, without any
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
fuss or discomfort, all of any kind of
success.
food you eat.
pic-ton-

n,

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take LAXATIVE
BROMO
Quinine

Tablets. Druggists refund money If
it falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sfe
nature is on eaoii box. 25c.

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.

6

Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic

Pbone Wain 2

STOP AND GwwSIDER
The value of getting good
goods at
the store where price meets purse.
In selecting anything from our com- -

The New Suits Are $16.50 to $45.00
The New Coats Are $12.50 to $35 00
First Complete Showing' of Spring"
Skirt Styles.g
Newest materials, newest designs,
newest shades, newest styles as to width
length or trimming await your inspection.
The new models remain gracefully
slender, following in this respect in the
footsteps of their predecessors of the
wanning season. Yet they are not the
same. The cut and general effect are
new. So are also the many original
weaves and patterns in which these
latest skirts are developed. In many of
the dressier models novel trimming effects are introduced. Altogether, these
new skirts are certain to appeal to women of refined taste, for they combine
grace of line, symetry of drapping and
genuine merit with sensible modest
prices.
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RING
pENKN6
FORMALi PRESENTATION OF THE AUTHENTIC

SPRING FASHIONS .AN EVENT OF SURPRISE
STYLE-IMPORTANC-

E.

dis-tintiv- e,

L

M

Want
ftabit

The Spring Opening is the formal introduction of Fashion's favorites
in this city by bis store, and as such is a happening of great interest
to every woman.
We have tried to include in this display every prominent Fashion and
how we have succeeded you will be better able to

judge as the season progresses and styles become more fixed. But we CAN
state with decided emphasis, that every article of merchandise we have
assembled for this season, has been most carefully selected from Eastern
and other recognized style and trade centers. The dominating Idea in
mind when making these selection was to assemble such merchandise that
would meet YOUR preferences, as well as being in accord with prevailing
Spring Fashions.
The lovely freshness of every garment, the crisp newness of the styles
and above all the high standard of quality up to which every article of
merchandise we have gathered measures all combine to make this
Spring Opening a notable Style event that you should bend every effort
to attend promptly.

SATURDAY

and

MONDAY

You are cordially invited to attend and we earnestly
acceptance of our invitation.

desire

your

E. ROSENWALD & SON.

.

What Every Woman Wants Her
'
Spring Hat to Be
BECOMING--DISTINCTIV- E

MODERATELY

PRICED

Others Meet These Four Requirements So Well As The Hats We Are
Showing For These Season.

No

It is easy enough to find millinery that
meets ONE of these four requirements,
but it is quite a different matter to find
hats that meet all four! Our collection
of Spring Millinery is UNUSUAL in
this particular respect. Nowhere else
in this section, we believe, will yon discover beautiful Spring, Millinery that
so fully conforms to every diotate of
style, individual taste and pocketbook.
Here you are not handicapped in your
choice, either. Our variety is broad
broaoer than ever.
Pokes, turbans,
sailors, very small shapes, tricorne and
numerous other new effects are here in
every variety of srraw imaginable, embracing every new style idea and in
trimmings of flowers, feathers, taffetas,
etc., etc. Every hat is irrisistibly lovely and distinctly above the ordinary in
enery respect for they were all designed
by the best metropolitan artists.
How BeTry Several On Today-S- ee
coming Styles The New Are. You
Will Need No Urging To Buy Alter
You Have Looked at the Price-Tag--

s!

Whatever Is New And Fashionable
Will Be Found in The First
Showing Of
NEW SILKS AND DRESS FABRICS
--

FOR SPRING 1912

Presenting The Latest Novelties Evolved
At Home And Abroad For the New Season.
To know the correct fabrics in which
the new styles will be developed is just
as important as knowing the exact
length of jacket or skirt or width of
sleeve .
The easiest way to find out what particular silks and dress fabrics will be
most in vogue is a simple matter make
a trip of inspection to our silk and dress
goods counters. Here you may inspect
at your leisure and without and obligation to purchase the newest weaves,
patterns and colors.
Come and inspect this interesting exhibit today while assortments are

i
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Dublin, which could stop ahe export
of food to England when she needed
it most Ulster too, they say, shoulV
have something to say about the die
posal of the customs collections, for,

while she pays something over
annually in customs, the rest
of Ireland contributes under $5,000,.-000- .

0

I

one-side-

Theie rtifRei ae very narrow on the bodice and from six to 18
inches wide on the skirts.
The bridesmaids' gowns for an early spring wedding are made of soft
bodsilk net, having the
ices draped in surplice fashion into a
narrow girdle of blue satin. The
skirts are slightly full at the waist
line and fall in graceful folds to the
knees, where there begins a series
of seven narrow flounces edged with
lace. The effect is quite narrov a no
s
ive a destraight, but the
to the lowar
and
finish
lightful grace
ver the shoulportion of the skirt,
ders Is drape.l fichue of net bordered
with three narro.v fr!li3 of net with
lace edges. The fichu is caught in
the center of the bodice at the high
waist line with a large pink satin
rose, making an effect altogether
charming.
For suits the 24 and 26 inch
lengths continue to be popular for
coats. White and cream suits will
be much seen, with black combinations either in the faerie or the trimming, or both. The separate coats ln

London, March 16. The Irish homo
rule bill lg not be Introduced in the
house of commons before Easter.
Thus far the members of the ministry have kept the secret as to the
details of the bill entirely to themselves, unless perhaps the nationalist
eaders have been given a hint as to
hew far the government is prepared
to go Mr. Churchill delivered a long
,n B11
without letting very
m"rh out and ne na
followed
Irish secretary,
hy Mr Krre.
'ho ba8 8aid even
He'
" that the bill was
tne
to 1,0 introduced by Mr. Aeuuith, the
premler ln thU re8pm
example of William Rwart Gladstcne
wlio personally introduced both his
home rule bills, and that "thi was
proper, .as the bill was no departmental nteasure, but an important and an
authorltaitlve act of the whole liberal
party."
The preamble or firs clause will set
forth that the bill sets up on Irish
soil and Irish parliament, a house ol
commons and a senate, with legisla
!t1ve authority over the whole rang?
of purely Irish domestic affairs. This
was hardly news.
What the peopl?
have been asking is what safeguards
.

j

i

'oS

It is estimated that the expenses of
government in Ireland are about
and the Income from the Island $41,000,000.
The balance has
iome out of the iockets of the other
members of the union and the govern- ment in Its bill projioses that Ireland
should be granted a subsidy for 15
yeati to cover the deficiency. Then
are the old age pensions, paid
by the imperial exchequer and the
Pillion dollars invested in land purchase and other matters of finance,
v one of which offers a
difficulty to
the framers of a home rule bill. To
satisfy all, of course, Is impossible,
and even to satisfy a sufficient num-lie- r
of members of the house of com
mens to make home nilt iiosslble this
year, unionists say, is out of the question. Therefore tbev nr InnH no- fnr
a general election In the summer.
Both sides are campaigning In England, Scotland, Wales and Ireland, but
still Ulster remains by far the most
interested.
Excitement has cooled
down since Mr. Churchill's visit
to
Belfast; but the unionists have no intention of allowing this, the greatest
asset in their campaign the Intention
of Ulster to fight
lose its force.
To keep up the fighting spirit, therefore, Mr. Bonar Taw, the unionist
leader, is to visit Belfast on Easter
Tuesday and address a great open air
gathering, as did the first lord of the
He is to be supported
admiralty.
by the Duke of Abercorn, Sir Edward
Carson and others. Preceding the
meeting there is to be a great demonstration of unionists and a parade through the city.
Should
the
parade pass through the nationalist
section troops may be needed, as they
were during Mr. Churchill's ,visit. It
is expected that there will be in the
parade 100,000 members of the Ulster
unionist council, loyal Orange lodges
and unionist clubs of Ireland.
Should the bill be accepted by the
nationalist convention, or even if rejected be proceeded with, the debate
in the commons will rank as one of
the great parliamentary duels. With
Mv. Dal four out of the
house, as he
has been since the opening, Mr.
has leen the master of debate
Mr. Balfour, however. Is
coming back
for the home rule bill and will take
a prominent part in the earlier discissions. The two great speeches will
thus be delivered by the old opponents and the hardes subsequent fighting left to Mr. Chuchlll, Mr. Lloyd
eGorge and other ministers on one
side and Mr. Bonar
the union
ist leader, Sir Edward Carson and
other front bench unionists on the
other side.
0
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plain colors are extensively use.
crowns, with under-brlfacings In shirred effects are no
tlceable among the safest Importations. Flowers, fancy feathers
and
ribbons are the favorite trimmings.
Venice, oluny and filet and mac- rame laceB are most prominent, with
.
the shadow and net top laces for full
dresses and wide flouncings. Lace de-- nave
,
t
h Pr0
signs combined with embroideries ln!teteant mlnortty m X7j9teri
, more
eyelet and openwork patterns con-- ! partCularly what are to be the flnan
tinue in popular favor. Wide widths clal
The ministers
arrangements.
of voile, batiste and crepe have deep have
re the Ulsterites that the
embroidered designs for flouncings.
safeguards against religious intoler-Thnew hats for spring wear, tak-- ance will b(J sufnciem without haven as a whole, are fascinating bits or infr as
yet stopped the agitation
straw and ribbon, demonstrating the againat the W11 ln Belfast and the
artistic ability of the modem design-- 1 surrounding country. However, this
ers of headgear. The color combina- - win not be the government's greatest
tions are wonderful. Sometimes the difficulty, for the
in
brim is of straw, while the crown is England are not giving their fellow
a bewildering swirl of ribbon. Hats of religionists in Ireland the same supstraw so fine and supple that it is a port that they did ln previous home
difficult matter to distinguish them rule campaigns.
from taffeta will be much favored for
What will trouble the ministers are
early spring wear. The Prince of the financial arrangements.
NationWales feathers are to adorn many alist members speaking in Ireland
hats resembling those worn by Prince lately have been demanding full fiscal
models are Charming in the fairy tale. For dress autonomy, a demand that itihe governlong, loose straight-lin- e
hats fathers are favored beyond all ment can hardly grant and a refusal
seen In a wide range of
aid navy blue materials. The styles other trimming, large hats have tow of which might cause the bill to be
are varied mainly by the adoption of ering pyramids of feathers, while tiny rejected by 'the Dublin convention, as
bonnets are trimmed with masses of was the Irish councils bill. The govlarge revers and
fronts. Large ornamental plumes at the back.
ernment might grant the control of
The large number of
hats excise or inland revenue, but to hand
buttons are prominent on most of
of silk that have been ordered for over the control of the customs would
these coats.
While the foundation skirt ln near- winter resorts indicates that black is be to Court the opposition of some of
in the lead of colors, but scarce
ft their own English and Scotch
fie
ly all dresses remains narrow, the
or
not
more
seen
sughas
is
been
that
has
It
'trade
shape
supporters.
fullmore
snow
overdraperles often
ness, not, however, materialy detract-ia- less white hi the trimming or facing. gested that a way radght be found out
from the slender lines. The waist The modish color tnat rules In silk of the difficulty by Introducing a prolime is slightly raised, set-isleeves hats is a sort of faded, rose some vision that complete free trade should
1
r
or shorter lengths times called ashes of roses. One of be continued between the countries and
smartest models brought out this by giving the Irish parliament the
prevail and collarless waists are very the
was made of tnls odd shot silk power of varying the rates of cusspring
favare
and
crepe
prominent. Serge
when held in a certain light toms duties on foreign imports, while
which,
ored for early wear, and crepe meteor
a decided yellow tone that withholding the power to vary the arreflected
Chifand taffeta are very fashionable.
the old rose in the most ticles on which duty is now levied. If
into
fon waists give promise for early merged
manner.
This is one of the demands of Ireland' as to finanfascinating
spring in colors which match or harcial arrangements are not satisfacmonize with suit colors. Crepe met- the many charming tartetas that are
tory, Mr. Redmond might prefer to
in
found
French
millinery.
only
eor, crepe de Chine and taffeta in
oppose the bill before submitting it
back.
is
the
at
trimmed
Everything
oth chameleon anc plain colors are
Some of the ribbon and maline ar- to the convention.
ln
designs. Snirt styles
Besides the alleged unfairness of
madw to represent the
in washable silks as well as in other rangements are
orna- placing Protestant Ulster under a
materials are noticeable in early wings of a butterfly, and the
In
ment Is placed
such careless pose government which, by the nature of
Paris, .March 1C Undismayed by a
that they remind ons or a huge papil-lo- things, would be largely made up of failure extending over 12 years, the
Roman Catholics, the unionists are French detective
police have again
just alighted with wings extended
the government on the finan started a world-wid- e
fighting
crown
of
the
hat.
PERIOD
search for the
,i
beyond the
The little accessories of dress prom- ces. They point out tnat tne iraae three children of Madame Sourdillon,
ise to be unusually interesting thfc of Ireland has increased enormously who disappeared in 18D9 and who are
season. Like the frocks themselves in recentt years and that now England believed to be now living in the Unia vary appreciable portion of her ted States. The case is so
appealing
they are in danger of passing the bor gets
food
supplies from the sister isle. and pathetic in its nature that the
der line between the picturesque and
in
the
remains
as
So
Ireland
long
police have asked the newspapers of
the fussy, but when they remain disunion no enemy could stop that sup- America to assist in
that
safe
side
the
of
finding some
upon
cretely
ply, on which England's very life trace of the missing children, the oldboundary line they are undeniably
might dependno enemy, that is, ex- - est of whom, if living, is now a young
Interesting Experience of Two charming.
an unfriendly government ln woman of 18 years.
Neckwear of all kinds has more cept
Women Their Statements
Made Sourdillon has spent her life
than the usual degree of charm this
Worth Reading.
and
her fortune in an endeavor to
the
it
is
scarfs
season, but
among
find her children. She is the daughAsheviile, N. C. " I suffered for yaars and scarflike little wraps that one
ter of Charles de la Salle, a surgeon
with female trouble while going through finds an especial effort toward the
of the French navy, who for distinthe Change of Life. I tried a local phy- novel and
this
Sometimes
.original.
sician for a couple of years without any
GOOD ADVICE guished and gallant services was presomesubstantial benefit.
Finally after re- effort gives admirable results,
sented with a sword by the city of
times they are perfectly ridiculous.
peated suggestions to try Lydia E.
Brest. Mademoiselle de la Salle marI
to
newest
the
the
additions
One
of
Vegetable Compound,
The Results Made This Newburg
quit my
ried 19 years ago Caesar Louis Sour
physician anil commenced using it with realms of the sunshade is of silk In
Glad She Followed
T am
Lady
who was then a Parisian jour
the happiest results.
dillon,
today
a patsely shawl pattern. A band of
a well woman ani anxious to con-- i
nalist In 1899 she obtained a divorce
Suggestion.
or
inserted
six
inches
black
white,
tribute my mite toward inducing others
on the ground of cruelty and abanto try your great medicipe, as 1 am fully from the extreme edge, forms the
Newburg, Ala. "For more than a donment. The decree
provided that
tWs
f!H
i
cur
ailments only trimming.
persiwled that it
year," writes Myrtle Cothrum, of this the husband 'be
permitted to see their
fair
from which I suffered ti c;,'en
Green taffeta parasols will be ex- place, "I suffered with terrible pains ln
three children one day a week. On
com- my back and head. I had a sallow
t chance.
" If you think this letter v. '.I! contrib- ceedingly good style during the
13, 1899, Madame Sourdillon's
April
was
face
and
covered
my
ute anything teSr?3 further ir traducing ing season. The prettiest of these complexion,
maid
took
the children Louise, aged
with pimples. Our family doctor only
your medicines to afflicted women who have handles and tips of crystal.
6; Berthe, 4, and Charles, 2 to the
me
relief.
gave
temporary
are parsing through this trying period,
Handles of carved wood, to reprere
A friend of mine advised me to try house of a common friend, only to
I corner, to its
it is with groat,
sent
birds and other animals, tinted
so I began taking it, at once, return to say that they had been taken
Mir. Iouk A. Moore,
Cardul,
publication. "
with the natural colorings, are con17 East St, Ash"vi!le, N. C.
and with the best results, for I was for a walk. Since that day Madame
sidered smart.
cured after taking two bottles.
My Sourdillon has never seen her chilThe Case rf Mrs. KJrlin.
Taffeta is much in evidence among mother and my aunt have also used dren.
Circleville, Ohio. "I can truthfully
as it is everywhere, chang-abl- Cardul and were greatly benefited.
At once the
say that I never had anything do me so parasols
mother
I shall always praise Cardul to sick
taffeta, plain or shirred being
much good during Change of Life as Lya search to which was devoted
began
women."
dia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. used for the cover and fringes, pinked and suffering
Cardul is a purely vegetable, per- all of the keenest detective instincts
"Before I had taken one half a bottle frills, ruches or cordlngs forming the
fectly
harmless, tonic remedy for wo- of France, England and other Euro
of it I began to feel better, and I have
men, and will benefit young and old.
trimming.
continued taking it. My health is better
Its ingredients are mild herbs, hav- pean countries. Finally the children
than it has been for several years. If
ing a gentle, tonic effect, on the wo- were traced to England and then to
all women would take it they would esmanly constitution.
the United States.
WERE YOU PREPARED
Every French
Cardul has helped a million women
cape untold pain and misery at this time
For the sudden blizzard that a
consul or diplomatic representative in
to
health
back
and
strength.
of life." Mrs. Alice Kirlin, 358 W.
scended from the north Monday night?
Have you tried It? If not, please America was at once notified. The
Mill St., Circleville, Ohio.
do.
be
c&U
what
It
coal
may
Were your
bins full? If not
trail led to San Francisco, then to
yon need.
just
The Change of Life is one of the most
the
Costs
Lumber
and
up
N.
B.
Writ
Ladles'
company
to:
and
Diego
Advisory Dept.. Chatu-oog- a San
critical periods of a woman's existence.
Ixs Angeles,
Medicine Co..Chttenoofi. Tenn., for Special
then all trace wan Uwt and for
At such times women may rely upon Lydia order fuel. Orders will be filled with- Irufmctiont,
Home TreausnM
and
book
"
tor Women, mm in plain wrapper, oa request.
out delay.
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
year years nothing has been heard.
butante.
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semi-tailore- d

The

"And how much will it be?"

FOREIGN NEWS NOTES

New York, March 16 Some of the styles.
The set-Isleeve and onefashion dictators in Paris have at- sided effects in trimmings are much
tempted for some time to abolish the in evidence.
Children's wear for spring follows
skirts and the
extremely
clinging Empire gown, but they met along in the same fashion lines as wowith considerable opposition and men's so far as It la possible. In
made but little progress.
However, the designing of dresses the set-ir
or shorter
very gradually and almost impercept- sleeve in
ibly a slight change was effected, lengths in collarless designs are much
which may be clearly recognized in favored, with
effects In
the latest spring models imported trimmings, and the use of large eoT
from Paris.
lars In the trimming of both dresses
There Is ou longer any doubt that and coats is fashionable.
In millinery the medium sized hat
the extreme long, narrow lines and
the hobble skirt are doomed and that with upturned brim Is a conspicuous
the coming season will bring thj etyle for spring, but certain author!
flounced skirt and Dreader shoulder ties say that the coming season will
lines. Even now one sees ruffles ap- also bring hats far larger even than
pearing on the skirts and bodices of those of the past season. Draped efin chameleon and
soft, filmy gowns designed for the de. fects in taffeta

short-waiste-

THRIf
Certainly," responded the artist

FADS AND
FASHIONS
tight-fittin-
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Health is the foundation of all good
The wise woman realises this
and takes precautions to preserve her
health and strength through the period of child bearing. She remains a
pretty mother by avoiding as far as
possible the suffering and dangers of
such occasions. This every woman
may do through the use of Mother's
Friend, a remedy that has been so long
in use, and accomplished so much
good, that it is in no sense an experi
ment, but a preparation which always
produces the best results. It is for
external application and so penetrating
in its nature as to thoroughly lubricate
every muscle, nerve and tendon involved during the period before baby
comes. It aids nature by expanding
the skin and tissues, relieves tenderness and soreness, and perfectly pre
pares the system for natural and safe
motherhood. Mother's Friend has been
used and endorsed by thousands of
mothers, and ita use will prove a com
,
fort and benefit
to any woman in
need of such a
"ZS
remedy. Mother'a
Friend is sold at
drug stores. Write for free book foi
expectant mothers, which contains
much valuable information.
looks.
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BRaDFlELD REGULATOR CO., AlUaU,
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Lefevre reflected a moment, then
said simply: "It will be 40,000 francs."
The American paid.
The approaching dedication of a
monument of Champlain on the bor
ders of the lake which bears his name
and to which France will send
a
special delegation with a (beautiful
bust by Rodin, has created considerable Interest in the district of France
where Champlain was born.
The explorer was lom at Brouage,
about eight miles south of Rochefort,
in the department of Charente-Infe-rleurOn the monument which was
erected in his honor in 1878 at Brou
age on reads that Samuel Champlain
was born "toward 1570." It was from
Brouage that the future founder ol
Quebec went to Havre and thence
sailed to the new world. Today his
natal town, formerly an Important
city, is no more than a modest, almost deserted village, situated in the
center of a marshy territory from which
the sea long ago retired. At the deep
ditch, which was formerly the edge
of the port, a customs collector will
today show the huge rings where vessels formerly tied up. On the ramparts, now covered with vegetation,
may still be seen the arms of Maza-rin- ,
who was "Captain of Brouage."
Also may be seen in this melancholy
village a church which incloses among
other tombs that of the Marquis of
Carnavalet, an ancient prison, and,
finally, the ruins of the walls and door
of the house in which Champlain was
born, ruins which were recently purchased by an Englishman.

Formerly a woman of considerable
.!
Sourdillon has ex
wealth, M:
;iitira fortune in her
pended Ik
search ami is now earning her living
She still
by 000 li' ting a pension.
believ.', that she will find some trace
of her children, and the French authorities Join with her in her expectation that the publication of the
fact throughout the United States
An interesting celebration which ocmay crown her years' effors with suc- curs in July, Is that of the
cess.
of the Abbe de l'Bpee, inventor
of the deaf and dumb alphabet. An
The death of Jules Lefevre, the Influential committee has been formcelebrated French portal t painter, lias ed to organize the fetes which are to
been followed by many anecdotes of be held in Paris from July 28 to
his interesting career. Despite his August 4, in the course of which
success, Lefevre remained what he there will be an international deaf and
was from the start a man of simple dumb congress.
and charing manner. One one point
alone was he firm and intractable.
He detested utterly any form or at
ST. PATRICK'8 PARADE
tempt at bargaining.
New York, March 16. The Irish
One day, so the anecdote goes, an societies of the
metropolis anticipatAmerican of wealth called to see ed SL Patrick's day by
holding the
him.
big parade, which is the spectacular
"I would like," the American said feature of their
annual celebration,
to the artist, "a
portrait today, on account of tomorrow being
of myself. How much, if you please,
Sunday. One of the novelties in the
will it be?"
line of march this year were the star
"Twenty thousand francs" (about performers of the
Ath$4,000), replied Lefevre.
letic club, bearing the trophies and
"Very well. But I ask you to make banners won by the famous athletic
two portraits instead of one that is, organization at home and abroad. The
one of my wife and one of myself. 1 parade was reviewed
by Cardinal Farsuppose your price will be different." ley, Mayor Gaynor and other notables.
i
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Lax-Fo- s

Way.
If you had a medicine that would
strengthen the liver, the stomach, the
kidneys and the bowels, and at th
same time make you strong with a
systemic tonic, don't you believe yon
would soon be well?

That's "The

Lax-Fo- s

We ask you to buy

Way."

the first bottle

on the money-bac- k
plan, and you will
ask your druggist to sell you the second.

It keeps your whole Insides right
There is nothing else made like
Lax-Fo- s.

Remember the name

LAX-FOS-

.

ELECTRICAL SHOW
16. What
March
Minneapolis,
is believed to be the most brilliant
electrical display ever held on the
was Inaugurated today,
continent
when Thomas A. Edison pressed the
connecting button in his laboratory
at Orange, N. J. This ignited an electric lamp in the Minneapolis armory,
which started all the machinery ln
motion, and the third annual Northwestern Electrical exposition, as is its
title, was officially dedicated and
started. Hundred of active exhibits,
representing all of the latest electrical devices and improvements, occupy the gaily decorated booths. These
booths have been grouped into seven
setcions over which are blazoned in
light the names of the seven greatest
living electrical engineers Edison,
Bell, Thompson, Brush, Tesla, Stein-met- z
and Westinghouse.

WHITE VICTIM FOR DEATH CHAIR
Frankfort, Ky., March 16. Unless
an act of executive clemency intervenes, the electric chair ln the state
(prison and Eddyvllle will receive his
first white victim next week. The
man who is awaiting execution is Cal
Miracle, the Breathitt county murder
er. The screams of the wife and chi!
dren of the victim attracted Mrs. Del-si- e
Gibson, a neighbor, to the scene.
On her way she met Miracle, who
shot and killed her. The double mm
derer fled to the mountains and for
several months all efforts to captor
him were without avail. Several
months later he was found in Birmingham, Ala., where Joe was an et-e- d
and returned to Plneville for trial

n
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Post Toast ies

pie-su-

e

grief-stricke- n

are "Mighty Good"
These tempting bits of toasted corn have won their way in camp and home from ocean

to ocean.

Post Toastics represent quality the best that money can buy.

"The Memory Lingers' '
Postum Cereal Company, Limited, Battle Creek, Michigan
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line ol these popular
with
worth.
eat creations
thering of Tailored
exceptional
Z. Padilla, J. C. Lobato, M. P. Man- er. He Is torbidden to permit any ney Pills. After detailing his case,
Priced
Suits.
w
Garments.
and
Best
all
Ideas
to
show
the
want
"I
am
I
Evening Dres
he
did
not
ill
says:
only sorry
See Them.
zanares, T. Cooney, G. W. Tripp, O. papers or records to be taken from learn sooner of Foley Kidney Pills.
ses all new colors.
rbem to you,
hoes for Spring 1912
!1
,i
T. Toombs, W. E. Rogers, T. D. Car his custody except by the chairman of In a few days' time my backache
the committet to which they may be completely left me and I felt greath'
ter, W. W. Nichols.
referred. He also must provide each improved. My kidneys became strong
Agriculture and Manufactures
er, dizzy spells left me and I was
M. Cordova, M. E. Baca, M. P. Man member with a daily calendar of the no
Magnificent New
longer annoyed at night. I fee)
STEIN DLOCH
I
Tm
100 per cent better since using Foley
zanares, Conrad Hilton, J. W. Young, senate.
O.
Q.
Pills."
at
unlike
Schaefer
and
The
MILLINERY
SUITS
arms,
V.
R.
Kidney
sergeant
past
Demean McGillivTay, J.
Truly,
Co.
H. Bonlware, Ranfet Garcia, J. W. Mu- custom, must, attend, every session of Red Cross Drug
Modes That Are
For Men
the senA accept when absent on
llens, X D. CampbMl.
To Charm Women
All New Models.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Ka
Mines
duty, andlUfe chaJfted with keeping
the floor of the won its great reputation and extenNOW HERE
J. A. Young, T. Cooney, O. T. order, not only upon
$25.00 to S35
tlrtifclobbies. galleries sive sale by its remarkable cures of
Toombs, J. R. Skldmore, P. Moreno, senate. butf
It can be
coughs, colds and croup.
Z. Padilla, J. L Hons, O. H. Tucker, and rooms MtjoiriihV, and is specific depended upon. Try it. Sold by all
ally authorised to arrest for contempt j druggists.
W. W. Nichols.
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SCHOONER IS LOST
Baltimore, Md., Marcn 16. Four
members of the crew of the schooner
Maxwell were drowned today when
she was sunk after a collision with
the steamer Gloucester of the merchants and miners line from Boston
was
for Baltimore. The Maxwell
bound for Baltimore for Wilmington,
off
N. C.
The accident occurred
Thomas Point, in Chesapeake Bay today. Mate J. C. Cott was among
those who perished.

THE UNIVERSAL

TO

stripped to Test Eves, Grind
Lenses Either to Oculists' Prescription or
to Match a Broken Lease, fit and Repair
Frames and Mounting.

PADILLA AND HUTCHINSON
EACH ANXIUOS TO BECOME
MAGNATES.

DAN

Albuquerque, X. M., March 16. The
prospects for live baseball in Albuquerque this season are pretty bright.
It begins to look as if Hutchinson,
Varsity coach, and Padllla, manager
of the Grays, will both nave clubs in
the field. Hutchinson has been busy
among the merchants for more than
a week soliciting support for his club
and has received considerable encouragement. He proposes, provided
sufficient financial assistance Is guaranteed, to put over a baseball club in
Albuquerque that will be some club
Ghief among Hutchinson's plans is
the scheme to build a nail park on Hie
New Mexico Centra! depot site,
road and the Santa. Fe tracks,
opposite the Water Supply plant.
are now on for a lease on
the ground and If tne lease Is forthcoming a park to cost approximately
$5,000 will probably be constructed.
Manager Dan Padllla of the Grays,
says that it Is Immaterial to him
whether Hutchtnso, sets Into the
baseball business
here. The more
clubs In town the merrier. Is the way
Padilla puts it.
"I have received enough encourage
ment from the fans and merchants to
start things going right this year,"
said Padilla. "But I am not going to
shoulder the entire responsibility for
the Grays this year. If the people
want me to manage the Grays well
and good. And if they want to have
some one else manage the club It will
be all right with me. But 1 don't propose to worry myself to death over
the finances of the team this year.
If I am manager 1 want a board of
directors and a secretary. I have
the material for a team all right
and it will be a gooo one. If Hutchinson has a team it will mean a sched
ule of games between two Albuquerque clubs. This will be interesting
and may get the fans to turn out in
bunches."
Whatever the situation. It is certain
that Albuquerque will have at least
one good baseball club this year.
Whether it will be run by Hutchinsin
0i Padllla remain.) to be seen.
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The Y. M, C. A. is Opposite
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and material welfare of the United
tSates will be the themes of speeches
by Chief Justice White of the supreme court of the United States,
Mayor Gaynor. Judge Alton B. Parker
and other well known public men at
the memorial exercises to be held tomorrow afternoon in the assembly
hall of the Colleges of the City of New
York. The affair has been arranged
by the Cleveland Administration association in honor of the seventy-flfltanniversary of Mr. Cleveland's birth.

cream of tartar

FOREMOST
BAKING POWDER
IN THE WORLD
Makes home baking easy. Nothing
can equal it for making, quickly and
perfectly, delicate hot biscuit,
muffins, cake and pastry.
hot-brea-

ds,

Protects the food from alum.

EtKfL SSSBfSMmMtftS

Social Session
At the Y. M. C. A.

My Work is Guaranteed
My Prices Reasonable.

OFFICE 506 GRAND AVENUE.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

rf

BAIN

WEBER

Full LineFof

THE PLAZA

I

WAGONS

EMERSON
McCORMICK

IMPLEMENTS

VEHICLE
HARNESS

SADDLES
SEEDS

X,

LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Jefferson Raynolds President
HaJ.'ett Raynolds Cashier
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

E. D. Raynolds Vice President
Stephen & Davis Vice President

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,

While
announcing to the
patrons of our theatre
that we have been able to
arrange, at great expense,
an exhibition of Selig's
Greatest Moving Picture
Masterpiece

uni ,s..ti7t

I

M
I

h

I

I
I
I

in three reels, with Miss
Mabel Taliaferro, one of the
highest priced stars of the
vmciuan siagc ill uic name
part., This production is
beyond doubt the ultimate
aiiucvcmciii ui uie wonu s

I

THP RROUINF

H

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

this bank adopts every desirable method of modern
it never loses aight of that essential quality) Absolute Safety

Interest Paid on

Time Deposit
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PIIU In Ited auJ I., .Id jnetallk?
ea.led with Blue Ribbon.
boxes,

ce ur
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$100,000

HI

greatest picture maker, and
we are indeed fortunate in
being able to present to you
this superb masterpiece of
photographic and dramatic
Watch for further
art.
announcements.

The Ladies' Altar Guild of the
Everybody reads The Optic.
Church of the Immaculate Conception
Mrs.
met Wednesday afternoon with
I.
H. W. Kelly at her home on Sixtlr
The Thursday
Afternoon Bridge
Whlet club was entertained at the
meeting Thursday by Mrs. Jake
Stern at her home on Eighth street.
off the first
Mrs. Emma Cohn carrl
honors.

Distributing
Agents

Goldstein entertained
the Tuesday Afternoon Bridge Whist
club at the regular meeting of the
week. Mrs. Charles Danzlnger won
first honors.
V If
On Friday night, March 22, in the
O. R. C. hall, the
Vegas lodge of
B'Nai B'Rlth will give e. dance to its
members and their friends.

The Ladies' Guild of St. Paul's Memorial Episcopal church met Tuesday I
afternoon with Mrs. W. J. Mills at
her home on the corner of Seven thJ
street and Baca avenue. The nex gj
meeting will be da Tuesday with Mrs.
Harriett VanPetten, at her home on.
Seventh street '

street.

Graduate Oculist
Optician

Mrs. Henry

Coming

The Ladies' Leagu of the Presby
terian church met Tuesday afternoon
with Mrs. Oscar E. Burch at her
home, 1030 Fifth street This was
the last meeting of the church year
and was largely attended.

DR. HOUF

AND

a "five hundred'' party. Walter Randolph carried off the first prize of the
evening and Miss Carrie Greenberger
was awarded the consolation prize.
The guests were Miss Marie Mann,
Miss Carrie Greenberger, Miss Julia
Ettinger, Miss Katie Shupp, Miss Ma
Mrs. J. L. Tooker entertained tne
bel Laird, Frank Ettinger, Thomas
Truder, Sam Greenberger, Thomas members of the Wednesday Afternoon
Cissom, Walter Randolph and Harry Sewing club at ths regular weekly
meeting at her home on Columbia
Lorenzen.
avenue.
vj
t

V

Made from pure, grape

s

ganized and officers elected. The
membership of the club will be limited to 25. Princes will be (riven every
two weeks. Last night was the first
affair an; ;t demonstrated the congenially ( the crowd and the success
that mn :e counted on hi the future.
Those p resent were Mr. and Mrs.
Cha- 1m Xagle, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Onion, Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wads-wortMr. and Mrs. H. Mohr, Mr.
and Mrs. C. McDonell, Mr. and Mrs.
James Cook, Mrs. Jones, Miss Shupp,
Miss Mitchell, Miss JLeonard, Miss
Emma Zimmerman, Miss McEwan,
Miss Edith Flalz, Miss Coleman, A.
C. Hepner, Charles Temple, Arthur
Barnes, Charles Haney, Ed Roberts,
John Kinney, Jesse Kipper, Lee
Crltes and John Cook.

Hostess
at Five Hundred Party.
Miss Opal Jones was hostess to a
tew friends on Tuesday night at the
home of her parents, Mr. and Mis.
F. M. Jones, on Douglas avenue, at
iviiss

JEWELER AND OPTICIAN.

g

W
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MEMORIAL TO CLEVELAND
New York, March 16. The life of
the late G rover Cleveland and its influence upon the national
progress

The Optic prints all the new.

New Dancing
Club la Formed.
A number of young people cabling
themselves the Meadow City Dauc-inclub held a dance last night in
the O. R. C. hall. About 1( couples
were present and the evening was an
enjoyable one. It is the imention of
the young "men to call a business
meeting in the near future at which
time the club will be regularly or-

Ed-di-

be largely attended and should be a
great success. Tbe probability is that
the dance will be held In the armory
and the committee in charge Is planning to have the best music obtainable.

.$4.50

h

MANUFACTURING

at the close of the Lenten season, this affair will no doubt

$3.50
$4.00

Size'

ROBERT J. TAUPERT,

Knights of Columbus
Am
To Give Easter Dance.
The Las Vegas lodge of the JBM,
Wl
Knights of Columbus is planning a
dance for the night of Easter Monf

Are sold by us at strictly
Eastern Prices:

Cup

You will Save Time by Having Your Work
Done in Las Vegas.

Basket Ball Players
Pull Taffy.
The members of the two basket
uall teams of the .jlb Vegas High
school were the guests of Miss Vivian
Quinley on Thursday
night at the
home of her mother, Mrs. A. C. Quinley, 510 Main street. The early part
of the evening was Bpent playing five
hundred, following which there was a
real old fashioned taffy pull, of the
Sirls" team of the High school those
present were Miss Marie Maloney,
Miss Susie Connell, Miss Gladys
s
De Siax Evans, Miss Nellie
Wells and Miss Louise Wells.
The
members of the boys' squad present
were Leslie Swallow, Tom Truder,
Frank McCollough, Wayland Koogler,
Robert Hart, Clifford Stewart, and
e
Miss Ethel
Maloney.
Musser,
coach of the girls' team and chaperon
on all of the trips to other cities, and
A. R. Marwick, official for the High
school in out of town games, wen
!mong the guests.

The Christian Endeavor society of
the First Presoyterian church will be
host to the young people of Las Vegas
at a social to be given in the Y. M.
C. A. parlors on Friday night, March
22. This Is the third of a series of
church socials at the Y. M. C A.
during the winter and the committee
in charge is sparing no pains to make
it the most enjoyable of the series.
A
musical and literary program for
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
has been
Kansas City, March 16. Cattle, re the evening's entertainment
of
of
All
the
young
peope
planned.
ceipts 300, including 100 southerns.
are
invited.
Las
Vegas
Market steady. Native steers $6.00
southern cows and heifers $5.50
5.75; native cows and heifers $3.10 Church People Have
7; stackers and feeders $4.256.25.
Birthday Social.
A birthday social wnicfi was given
Bulls $45.50; calves $48; west
cows
western
ern steers $5.758.50;
Tuesday night under the auspices of
'
the Ladies' Aid Society of the First
$3.55.75.
Hogs, receipts 2,500. Market stea- Methodist church in tne church pardy. Bulk of sales $6.606.85; heavy lors, was a great success. An inter$6.806.90; packers and butchers esting program was given and delic$6.656.90; lights $6.506.80; pigs ious refreshments were served. All
of the guests brought a penny for
$55.75.
Sheep, receipts, none. Market stea- each year of their age and the affah
Muttons $3.755.50;
lambs was a profitable one financially. The
dy.
fed
and
wethers
year- sum resulting from the social will be
$5.757.15;
lings $4.50?T6)15: fed ewes $35.25. applied to the church indebtedness
for the year.
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Francisco Trujillo of Mora was in
Lag Vegas today ou business
L. C. Chapman of Trinidad arrived
The man who does the
last
night from Colorado on business.
weighing, the measuring
W. T. Hand was in Las Vegas tothe man who knows how
and why the man on
day from his home in Onava on busiwhom everything depends.
ness.
Our responsibility is never
D. C. Huntzinger of El Paso came in
lost sight of for a moment
last night from the Pass City on bus1
in prescription filling. Every
ness.
leaving our
prescription
Mrs. Paz Mente is iu Las Vegas
store is faultless from any
her homo in Pecos, visiting refrom
that
you may
standpoint
latives.
take. You may feel safe
F. L. Brown of El Paso, came In
and sure if we fill your
last
night from his home on a short
prescription.
business trip.
Elmer K. Veeder is in Clovls in the
interest of the Aetna Building ana
CO.
Loan association.
Ueorge H. Hunker is spending a
Plume Main
few dayB looking after business affairs in Cherryvale.
M. C. Miller arrived last night from
liis home In El Paso and was In Las
Vegas today on business.
Mrs. Walter Aker will leave this
THE LATEST IN
evening on an extended visit wM
AND SUMMER
friends and relatives in Portland, Ore.
William Lloyd, a prominent resident of the upper Pecos country, is hi
if Vegas today on a business visit.
George Ward, steward of the New
Mexico Hospital for the Insane, returned this afternoon from a business
trip of several days to Santa Fe.
SILK FOULARDS,
Clarence Iden, of Gross Kelly &
Company, was in Santa Fe yesterday.
SILK AND COTTON TISSUES,
While in the Ancient City Mr. Iden
his brother, E. D. Iden, and
visited
ZEPHYR, GINGHAMS,
bride.
Deputy United States Marshal
POPLINS, MADRAS,
James Smith of Albuquerque, arrived
PERCALES,
here yesterday afternoon and left this
morning for Mora where he will
BATISTE AND LAWNS,
transact court business.
F. M. Hayner, manager of the La
Also Complete Line in Ready-To-WeCruces Lumber company, also pro
Goods, Silk and Net inrtetor of the Overland Automobile
v Sales company of that place, was ir
From
Lace
$2.00 up
Las Vegas today on business.
Pedro Montano, who resides near
Come in and Look at our New
Mound, was in Las Vegas to
Wagon
Goods Whether you buy or not.
day on a business visit. Mr. Montano
says he lost 1,000 head of sheep from
a herd of 4,000 as the result of the
HOFFMAN AND GRAUBARTH
recent snows and cold temperatures.
Main 104
Attorney W. G. Haydon went To
Shoemaker this afternoon on train
No. 10 to apend Sunday with J. H.
Van Houten at his ranch near there.
C. W. Summerlin went to Trinidad
this afternoon on business. He expects to return Monday.
Miss- Aufella Baca ana sister, Miss
Maria Baca, daughters or Assistant
Superintendent of Public Instruction
SHORT ORDERS
i Filadelfo Baca, went to Santa Fe yesand
terday from Tierra Amarilla, where
REGULAR DINNERS
! they have been on an extended visit.
They will spend a week In the Capito Las
HEPNER & BARNES, Props. ? tal City before returning

Phone

SATURDAY,

Iruett.

Ask f .,

Xt

Bur of Tan.
lll.l irVs.TFTj

DIAMOND BRAND FILLS, for Sfi!
Jf yeart
known is Best, Safest Always Kellabla
mr
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

Catarrh that cannot be cured by the
use of HALL'S CATARRH ( TRE
PRANK J. CHENKY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of De.
cember,

A. D. 1886.

(Seal)

A. W. GLEASON.

Notary Public.
Hall'a Catarrh Cure Is taken internally and acts directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the
CURE THAT COUGH
By the use of Penslar's Mentholatum system. Send for testimonials tree.
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
This is the best preCough Balsam.
Sold by all druggists, 76c.
paration on the market for the relief
Take Hall's Family Pill for conof coughs and colds. It takes tha' stipation.
tight feeling out of the chest and re
lievea inflamed throatj and lungs. For DO
YOU BELIEVE IN THE FUTURE
sale only at Schaefer's Pharmacy,
OF LAS VEGAS?
Opera House block.
If you do you will want to take a
chance on two good business lots that
can be bought now for
State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
11200 00
Lucas County,
ss.
These lots will double In value as
Frank J. Cheney makes oath
that he is senior partner of the firm soon as things begin to move. Bar
Df P. J. Cheney & Co., doing business them now
for $1200.00.
in the City of Toledo, County and
THE INVESTMENT &
AGENCY
State aforesaid, and that said firm
CORPORATION, George A. Fleming,
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS for each and every case of
Manager.

EVERYBODY
Reads the Optic
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to
Mr. Forsytbe asked permiMlon
have that part of the city lying immediately out of the Santa Fe yards
in second ward included.
Resolution No. 134. relating to the
appointment of boards of registration
and judges and clerks of el potion, and
designating polling places for the city
election to be held on April 2, 191?,
was read, passed and adopted in the
usual manner, by unanimous vote of

PROCEEDINGS

he C8y Coaa- Vegas, N. M..

A regular meeting of
41 of the City of Las
was held on this thirteenth day of
March. 1112.
Present: Aldermen Jas. O 'Byrne,
H, P. Forsythe. Simon Bacbaracb, J.
K. Martin; C. V. Hedgcoek, Hallett

Kajnokis,
Absent:

6.

Chris

Wlegand,

0.

M.

"Ward, 2.

the council.

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following d
scribed estray animal was taken up by
R. P. Donaldson, Cedar Vale, N. M.,
February 14, 1913.
One bay horse, 12 or 15
years, 900 lbs.. 16 hands.
Branded
MB
On left shoulder
:jtJL
Branded
On left ribs
Wm
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 28, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque. N. M.
1st pub. Msrch 7. last pub. Mar. 18, 12
To-wi- t:

M

MARCH

1,

scribed estray animal was taken up by
Felipe VaMea, Lomberton. N. M , Feb.
23, 1911
To-wi- t:

'

One sorrel stallion

4

191i

SHORT ORDERS

ft.

Branded
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 28, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
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KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
.NO. 8(H. -- Meets second and fonts
Regular
munication first and
Thursday In O. R. C. hall. Pioneat
building
third Thursday In each
Visiting members are oar
month. Visiting brothdially invited. W. R. Tipton, G. C
E. P. Mackrl, F. S
ers cordially invited
A. M.

NO,

Z,

F-

A

com-

Quorum present and Mayor Goodali
The following is a summary of the
v solution:
in the chair.
Boards of registration First ward,
Minutes of meetings held Septem- )sr 13, lis. October 11 and 25 were! Marlon S.'ewart B. F. McGnlre. O.and
1st pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. 18, '12 RATES FOR
L.
Second ward.
H. M Northnip.
CLASSIFIED ADVER- N. O. Herman, W- M.; B. R. Murray.
approved as read.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
I
A.
O.
if.
M.
Ward
r.rexcr.
Secretory.
TISEMENTS
and
Monthly reports of city officers
Advertisement
Ef
of brotherly
Meet il ghk
wree read and referred to the proper' renr.n. Third ward. Manuel Btistos,
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
love
of
W'ooopMtk
at
the WorU
!
Five cents per line eaeh Insertion. LA8 VEGA 8 COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Tamme. Foutth
W. :ee. Chas
committees.
nay concern that the following
on Uii atiu..u and fourth Ft)
hall,
I
TEMPLAR
Estimate
on
Pedro
six
KNIGHTS
to
Bassos,
ke
a
words
Haven,
line.
wa.J
Clerk submitted a final report,
ordinary
estray animal was taken up by
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. CUj
No ad to occupy less space than two
uiar conclave second Tues-ssanitary sewer, the most salient feat- - a S na.
Malaquina Martinez, Taos, N. M., FebConsul; G. Laemmie, Clerk. Viet)
MaAll
lines.
Jake
First
In
each month at
ward,
advertisements
Indite of election
day
rc of it being that the construction
charged
ruary 3, 1912.
Advertisement
Estray
lag neighbors are especially
had been finished during the n on h Kenestrick. George K. Morrison. R. B.
One red bull, 7 years old. will be booked at space actually set, sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
Notice is hereby given to whom 1;
come and cordially invited
without regard to number of words. Boucher, 8. C; Chaa Tamme. Ra
1300 lbs.
ef October last, and on March S. the Rice; clerks of election, J. E.
.nay coucern that the following deCash in advance preferred.
corder.
polling
Branded
payment had been made in fulljGuire. John Friedenstine:
F. 0. E. Meets first and third Tuesscribed estray animal was taken up by
K.
Martin's
shop.
J.
claims
all
carpenter
of
place.
agrJnst
On
ki'ltmi'D.
toe,
left hip
W. W. Wesley,
Schroeeder, N. M.,
day evenings each month, at WoodH.
H.
'!? by the contractors The re&ort Second ward. Judges of election.
1912.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 8, ROYAL
this
to
animal
Said
unknown
man hall. Visiting Brothers
28,
being
February
ae on motion ordered filed.
jriosson. W. M. Smith. Pllomeno Gon- M A 80 N 8
ARCH
Regular oonvoca- One bay mare, 18 years Board, unless claimed by owner on or
invited to attend. A. M.
e
Clerk also read report of Engineer sales: clerks of election, C. N.
tlon first Monday in each
before March 28, 1912, said date being
700 lbs., 12 hands,
Adler. President; E. C. Ward, SecreD.
Dr.
Hess:
las.
John
E. Morrison, stating the
polling pla e, Branded
month at Masonic Tenv
10 days after last appearance of this
retary.
hall. Third ward, judges of
n.lt of his inspeoUon of sewer.
Pl. 7:M p. m. M. R.
advertisement, said estray will be sold
On left shoulder
Juan Ortega. Peter Murphy, J.
of the work and the wr.ik
Williams, H. P.; F. O.
this Board for the benefit of the
VVM
DENTISTS.
Branded
NH by
found.
Blood, Secretary.
when
fng of the system he recommcuuV V. Jones: clerks of election. J. S. On left
iwner
IKl
hip
that the contractors sre entitled '.0; Duncan. Jr.. Nelson Robbins: polling
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
Said animal being unknown to this
She full payment of balance due t'.eui. place. Library building. Fourth ward.
Albuquerque, N. M.
2.
MAIN
OPTIC'S
Dentlat
NUMBER,
on
or
owner
RAN8FORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
tU port was ordered filed.
1st pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. 18, '12
judges of election, W. A. Glvens, J. O. Board, unless claimed by
Suit 4. Crockett Building. Has pboai
date
1912,
March
said
28,
before
elec-i"being
S. Meets first and third Fridays in
clerks of
Mr. Hedgcoek introduced Bill No. Woods. A. Strauss:
at office and residence.
10 days after last appearance ot this
Masonic Temple. Mrs T. B. Bo wen,
Estray Advertisement
making appropriations for thejOoa. P.' J. Emenaker, N. Fontaine:
sold
will
be
said
- polling place, corner
estray
Notice is hereby given to whom It
Seventh and advertisement,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
purpose of defrayiag all cuneui
ATTOHNEY8
by this Board for the benefit of the may concern that the following- de- WANTED A woman
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
kskkksa and liabilities of the City of: Main.
for general
owner when found.
120
Main 829,
Phone
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Secretary.
Council on motion adjourned.
f as Vegas, N. M., etc The same was
housework. Apply at residence.
HUNKER & HUNKER
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
M. G. Keenan, Springer, N. M.. March
Grand avenua
ad. paased and adopted in the usual
Approved:
Mrs. Jefferson Reynolds.
Geo. H. Hunker
M.
N.
Chester A. Hunk'
1918.
I.
Albuquerque,
been
naves
,
manner, ares and
having
at Law.
1st pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. 18. '12
t:
14
12
Attorneys
One
or
sorrel
mare,
Attest:
called.
duly
WANTED
NO.
LODGE
DORADO
1,
Large tract of undevelop- EL
Laa
New Mezi
Vegas,
13
850
hands.
lbs.,
years old,
Mr. Martin of the water and light CHAS. TAMME, Clerk.
KNIGHTS
OF PYTHIAS Meets
Must be bared, agricultural land.
Estray Advertisement
Branded
committee reported, that shortly be- 9SS gain and clear of encumbrances. J.
every Monday eveNotice is hereby given to whom it
On left shoulder
fore Mr. Pierce's death he had had a C. A. Gloss ner, 24 Ontario St.,
N. Kerr, 237 First National Bank
PHYSICIANS
ning in Castle Hall.
concern
de
that
the
following
a may
Said animal being unknown to this
venation with him in regard to cheater. N. Y.. has recovered from
are
Bldg., Denver, Colo.
Knights
Visiting
nf kidney trou- - scribed estray animal was taken up by
severe
and
attack
long
unless claimed by owner on or
tke. renewal of water contract and
H. W. HOUF, D. O., M. D.
Invited.
ble. hi cure twins due lo Folev Kid TJ. G. McCall, Las Cruces, N. M., Feb- Board,
cordially
before March 28, 1912, said date being MEN for motormen
the wish, that the old neT puis. Arter detailing his" case,
Chaa.
E.
Physician and Surgeon
Liebsohand conductors;
ruary 23, 1912.
10 days after last appearance of this
I treat all kinds of
art, could be renewed at the old, be says: "I am only sorry I did not
term-ban- :
diseases, on.
in
and
WJBPC22WnIer.
12
not
Chancellor
One sorrel horse,
city
experience
years, advertisement, said estray will be sold
Mr. Reynolds moved that the 'earn sooner of Foley Kidney Pills.
make a specialty of eye, ear, nose an4
Commander.
now
V4
no
necessary;
750
14
Harry
hands.
positions
open;
In a few days' time my
lba,
backache
by this Board for the benefit of the
7
be U:i over until the Agual
i . . ...
A
strike. Railway Bureau,
Martin, Keeper of throat, and the fitting of glasses.
E. St.
Branded
mm owner when found.
Para compar.v submit a new contract j improvea. Mv kidneys became strong- - On left
Phones: Office, Main 46; Resident
111.
Records and Seal.
Etfl
Louis,
hip
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
ay Mr. Racharach and car-te341
dizzy spells left me and 1 was
Vegas
to
this
animal
Said
unknown
being
no longer annoyed at night I feel
N. M.
Albuquerque,
506
Office:
Grand Avenue,
To
wanted
Board, unless claimed by owner on or 1st
buy six or eight
Mr. Man n also stated, that he 100 per cent better since using Foley
pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. 18, '12
705 Sixth Street
csidence:
bronze
hens.
date
Olive
said
Phone
O.
G.
1912,
March
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
28,
before
and
FRATERNAL
Pills."
Schaefer
turkey
being
the electric light company Kidney
Red Cross Drug Co.
5141, Chris A. Goke.
10 days after last appearance of this
102 Meets every Monday night at
Estray Advertisement
soon be able to submit a light
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
advertisement, said estray will be sold
to
whom
is
it
Notice
given
hereby
to the council and a com
LOCAL TIME CARD
Backache Almost Unbearable
by this Board for the benefit of the may concern that the following de- WANTED Well furnished house by 8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
munication as to the advisability of Is an almost certain result of kidney owner when found.
E.
welcome.
E.
reliable family of adults. Address
Qehring,
cordially
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Unfore- trouble. D. Toomey, 80S E. Olhe Sr.,
tungsten lamps.
J. T. Buhler, secretary;
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
EAST BOUND
W., Optic.
111.,
president;
suffered
"I
A. F. Pate, Mills, N. M.. February 20,
Bloomington,
says:
n delays, however, had prevented
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
with backache and pains in my kidArrive
Albuquerque. N. M.
Depart
1912.
company in taking this matter up neys which were almost unbearable. 1st pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. 18, '12
No. 2. .
9:10 p. m.
9:15 p. ft
5 years
One
about
red
cow,
I gave Foley Kidney Pills a good trial.J
ner.
:
No. 4.. .11:05 p m
11:10 p. sx
feet.
old, 700 lbs., 4
J. E. R08ENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
!r. Reynolds reported, that a final and they done wonders for me. ToEstray Advertisement
.
m
a.
1:25 a. m
1:16
No.
8..
I can do a hard day's work and
Branded
day
I. O. of B B. Meets every first
i
ment had been had with Mr. not feel the effects." O. G. Schaefer
Notice is hereby given to whom it
No.
m
2:10
FOR
1:45
10..
RENT
p.
Four room cottage, is
p. m
On left hip
I
Tuesday of the month in the vestry
"tt as to the settling of the bill and Red Cross Drug Co.
may concern that the following deto
this
chicken
partly
animal
furnished,
Said
unknown
house,
being
rooms of Temple Montofiore at 8
I
scribed estray animal was taken up by
publication of sewer assessments,
7
WE8T bound
acres, partly under ditch
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
that he had succeeded in dosing A Cold La Grippe, Then Pneumonia M. G. Keenan, Springer, N. M., March Board, unless claimed by owner on or barn,
1
1:20 p. m
1:45 p. a
suitable for chicken .ranch or
before March 28, 191?, said date being
Isaac Appel, No.
invited
' ic matter on a 50 per cent basis. Is too often the fatal sequence, and 5, 1912.
oord?:.Hy
3
m
No.
6:15 p. m
a.
6:10
street
small
10
on
of
this
On
after
last
weaken
car
the
that
sysdairy.
appearance
coughs
line,
days
Sechang
President; Charles Greenclay,
One bay mare, 8 or 10
lerk read Bill No. 256, levying a tem
7
and lower the vital resistance.
m
4:50 p. m
No.
rent
4:40
sold
will
be
p.
advertisement, said estray
cheap for one year. Call at
tax and declaring a Hen, etc., and Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is a years, 750 lbs., 12 hands.
retary9
m
7:00
417 Eighth street, East Las
No.
6:35
the
of
Board
for
benefit
p. m
the
p.
this
by
Vegas.
was referred to the finance commit- reliable medicine that stops the cough
Branded
owner
found.
when
the
tee and city attorney. Clerk reported, promptly by healing
cause;
On left shoulder
FOR RENT Eight rooms or less at I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
air passages,
that dut notice had !een given to the soothes the Inflamed
Branded
L Meets every Monday evening at
M.
own price. Apply after school. 1209
ind checks the cold. Keep always on
Albuquerque, N.
How Cold Causes Kidney Disease
present owners of property of coun- hand. Refuse substitutes.
On left hip
their ha'l on Sixth street. All visit
0. G.
Mora avenue.
1st pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. 18, '12
Partly by driving blood f roib the
cil's action at meeting of July 14, Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Said animal being unknown to this
ing brethren cordially invited to at- surface and congesting the kidneys,
3911.
tend. J . D. Fridenstine, N. G.; and partly by throwing too much work
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
FOR RENT 3 rooms for
Estray Advertisement
housekeep
from
The "Child's Welfare" movement before March 28, 1912, said date
Clerk read communications
It
to
whom
is
Notice
Frank Fries. V. G.; T. M. Elwood, upon them. Foley Kidney Pills
being
hereby given
ing, bath and toilet. Call at Optic.
of
has challenged
the attention
Mr. C. McReynolda and Mr. E. G.
strengthen the kidneys, give tone to
concern
10
that
the
de
of
last
this
after
may
following
appearance
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; the urinary organs and restore the
days
MothIn reference to notice sent to thoughtful people everywhere.
was
taken
C. V. Hedgcoek, cemetery trustee.
up by FOR RENT 2 room furnished house
ers are natural supporters, and will advertisement, said estray will be sold scribed estray animal
normal action of the bladder. They
them by county collector asking them find in Foley's Honey and Tar Com- by this Board for the benefit of the W. G. Kobold, Mcintosh, N. M., Febare tonic in action, quick in results,
921 Lincoln avenue.
to pay sewer assessments
levied pound a most valuable aid. Coughs owner when found.
Schaefer and Red
try them. O.
ruary 3, 1912.
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second S
Cross Drug Co.
against them by the city. They say, and colds that unchecked lead to
SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE
One bay mare, 6 years old,
and pneumonia yield
fourth Tuesday evening of e
that their property is too far situated croup, bronchitis
650 lbs., 13 hands.
Albuquerque, N. M.
to the healing and soothing
quickly
You can say goodbye to constipamonth at O. R. C. hall.
Visits
from the s wer line to be of any ma qualities of Foley's Honey and Tar 1st pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. 18, '12
Branded
tion with a clear conscience if you
G-are
brothers
invited.
cordially
and
use
the
ask council to have
O. G. Schaefer and Red
terial
J L FOR SALE 1000 acres land situated H.
Compound.
On left hip
use Chamberlain's
Tablets. Many
Hunker, Exalted Ruler: n ' have been
assessments stricken off the assess- - Cross Drug Co.
two miles south of El Porvenir, N.
Said animal being unknown to this
Estray Advertisement
permanently cured by their
Condon, Secretary.
use. For sale by all druggists.
Trent roll. Referred to finance comNotice is hereby given to whom tt Board, unless claimed by owner on or M. All enclosed bT a four wlra
Children are much more likely to
mittee and Engineer Morrison with contract the contatrious diseases
debefore Maroh 28, 1912, said date bein?
fence. Three springs affording a
when may concern that the following
i istructions to report at next regular they have colds.
Whooping cough, scribed estray animal was taken up by 10 days after last appearance of this
good supply of water. Good crops
diphtheria, scarlet fever and consump- - U. G. McCall, Las Cruces, N. M., Feb- advertisement, said estray will be sold
meeting.
raised every year regardless of rain,
Uon
condiseases that are often
Petltion from citizens residing on
23, 1912.
Board for the benefit of the
ruary
this
by
sufficient for the maintenance of
tracted when the child has a cold,
rlirhth street and vicinity
One dark bay mare, 16 owner when found.
asking That Ig
three families. Its actual value, $10
m medical auU,0ritie9
vhy
council for the placing of a light at gay beware of colds. For the quick years, 650 lbs., 13 hands.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
per acre, but will sell for $6.00 per
intersections of Sixth, Seventh and cure of colds you will find nothing bet
Branded
acre if taken at once.
Albuquerque, N. M.
WWt
Address.
than Chamberlain's Cough Rem
On left hip
1st pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. 18, '12
Eighth streets and their intersections
Margarite
Las
or
Romero,
Vegas,
depended
with Baca avenue was read and refer- - on
Said animal being unknown to this
"can,
El Porvenir, N. M.
.
and safe to take
red to water and light committee. For Bale by a
R. G. Collins, postmaster, Barnegat,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
ruggjsts.
before March 28, 1912, said date being N. J., was troubled with'a severe la FOR SALE 100
pigeonB at 30c
He says: "I would
10 days after last appearance of this grippe cough.
pair, 50
be completely exhausted after each
thoroughbred
Belgian
advertisement, said estray will be sold fit of violent coughing. I bought a
Hares. Phone Olive 5141, or call
PHONEj MAIN 227
by this Board for the benefit of the bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar Com
905
National avenue. Chris A.
owner when found.
pound and before I had taken it all
Goke.
the coughing spells had entirely ceas
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
ed.
can
t
O.
G.
It
be
heat.'
Schae
Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rook
fer and Red Cross Drug Co.
1st pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. 18, '12
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
TAILOR FOR MEN
filled till July 1. Mrs. M. E. StevYOU CANNOT SUCCEED
Estray Advertisement
ens, Humboldt, Kan.
Notice is hereby given to whom it Mrs. Housewife, In making good pies
or other good things unless you have
te
Everything Made at Home. Stylish and
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by good lard. The Las Vegas Mercantile
ABSOLUTE fURITY.
has a large supply of pure.
A. E. Sprtggs. Stanley, N. M., Feb. 24, company
An expert chemist has tested the
Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
home rendered lard. This cannot be candles
1912.
manufactured oy Potters and
One blak horse, 20 years beat for quality. Try it and your has discovered that
they are absocooking that requires shortening will lutely free from adulteration.
603 LINCOLN
WILL DOLL BUILDING
old, 800 lbs., 14 hands.
The
be excellent.
Branded
coloring matters used are strictly vegOn left shoulder
etable and harmless, even In the
SPRING IS COMING
cheaper grades of confections. Potm
Branded
Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom among all
airs, warns, tne milliner, has re ters on Douglas avence is the home
On left hip
Q
ceived an advance showing of spring of the best ice cream, soda water and
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thins; is worth mott.
Said animal being unknown to this
Btylea in millinery. The designs sre candy In Las Vegas.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to somebeautiful
and modish. Now is the
MM Um. of Mara, taesi Delivery
tSe per M Ike.
before March 28, 1912, said date being
who
one
reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
have
time
to
hats
PROTECTION
Ike.
remodeled for
your
to UN lba, Kaah DeBvary
VMS
10 days after last appearance of this
tee per 1M Ike.
Mrs- Wallis is prepared
of
hear
the
cold
MS lba. to 1,08k lha, lash DeRvwy
Against
spring.
blasts
your
to
property unless it were advertised here.
that
bring
Me par 1M Mm.
advertisement, said estray will be sold do such
work
M lba, to MS lba. Each D II vary
and
satisfactor
and
pneumonia,
quickly
grip
disagreeable
1M
44, pr
by this Board for the benefit of the
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper want
colds upon their breath is afforded
lly at her store en Sixth street.
Lea. Than 5f lba, Eaeh Delivery
Me per 1M lba
by
owner when found.
are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
(and
chamois vesta and chest protectors
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
Many suftereres from rheumatism The Schaefer pharmacy carries a full
Albuquerque, N. M
have been surprised and delighted
tort, and musical instruments.
1st pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. 18, '13 with the prompt relief afforded by line You can be comfortable and
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
applying Chamberlain's Liniment. Not free from the fear of catching cold
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
one case of rheumatism in ten re- if you wear one ot these handy arand Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Estray Advertisement
sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
possible
internal
treatment
ticles.
any
quires
what
Famaus Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
Notice is hereby given to whom tt ever.
Schaefrs, opera house block.
This liniment Is for sale by O. G 8chaefer and Red
best
markets!
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that the following de an druggists.
Drug
may
Co.
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Scores of East Las V- jas Readers Are
Learning the Duty of the
GCDD WORK NOW BEING DONE
AN
Kidneys.
BY PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
To Alter the blood is the kidneys'
In France much attention is given duty.
When they fail to do this the kid
Girls Tsks Great Delight In the Work to the propagating of the chestnut,
and the fruit is spoken of with enthu- neys are sick.
and the Resourcefulness and
siasm and respect. In French literaBackache and many kidney ills fol
Skill Shown Evoke AdCHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
ture, especially in stories for children, low;
miration From Elders.
CONCEPTION
Adrian
Rabeyrolle.
the chestnut tree Is quite as imporHelp the kidneys do their work.
a feature as the plum tree in the
tant
jadior.
Doan'8 Ktdney Pills build up weak
Although cookery books come In
of this country, where we
First mui at 7 a. m.; second mas
rapid succession so fast, Indeed, that politics
kidneys.
of
the
chestnut
and
peak
lightly
it 10 a m. Sunday school in English
It would take a good-site- d
to
library
East i.;is Vegas people endorse our ind
rate of $5 a bushel
bouse them instead of the modest lit- then pay at thesmall
Spanish at 3 p. in., in Spanish a
claim.
them.
for
The
French
chestnut
tle shelf that formerly sufficed for the la called the
p. m. Rosary and benedictioo
jo
Jacob Kenestrick, 706 Lincoln Ave
"chataigne," but the
literature of the cuisine the requireor giant chestnut is the "mar-ron- ." East Las Vegas, N. Mex., says: "My ( the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p
large
ments of the child cook have been
j
The marron is cultivated ex- opinion. of Doan's Kidney Pills which
somewhat overlooked.
CathechUm for English speaktn?
In France and Italy, where was
tensively
in
a
testlmon
One of the most popular features of
publicly expressed
in large quantities.
ihildren on Tuesday 4 p. m and ot
I
two and a half years ago,
the public school exhibitions held each It is used soda
fountain menu," says ial gave
10 a. m.; for Spanish
"Every
Saturday
speak
year Is the demonstration held by the the New York Soda
have
Fountain, a trade remains unchanged. Whenever I
on Thursday 4 p. m., and
children
mg
little girl cooks from the cooking
Doan's
taken
Pills,
mar-ron-s,
procured
some
Kidney
"has
reference to
m Saturday at 9 a. m.
classes. The leading chefs of the day Journal,
and marrons glace are a favor from the Center Block Pharmacy,
are Invariably to be found in the front ite
r
morsel at all the larg- they have brought relief from kidney
ranks on these occasions, and are loud er
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF 80R
hotels, yet few persons realise that complaint. I am glad to give this
In their admiration of the little girls'
flOWS Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor
while primarily a dessert delicacy, remedy the praise it deserves."
skill and resourcefulness.
marrons are an
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun
wholeFor sale by all dealers. Price 50
Not the least pelasing feature of some and valuableexceedingly
food. It is not
mass 8:30,
lay excepted. Second
Foster-Milbur-n
Buffalo.
cents.
Co.,
these displays is the evident delight
known that the fruit of the
of the children in their work. York- generally
New I'ork, sole agents for the United sermon in English, hymns rendered
chestnut tree Is
as valuable
shire puddings are whisked with a sa bread and morenearly
by the children under the direction
valuable than po- States.
will, pastry is proudly rolled out on tatoes as a food,
it the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass
name
and
Doan's
Remember the
being rich in starch,
the floured board and the nicely and fat."
it 10:30 a m., sermon in Spanish
take no other.
browned meat taken out of the oven
Prom 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4
In some districts of Pennsylvania
with a grand flourish that arouses much attention is now
to the
Benediction
of the Blessed Sacra
given
IN NEW YORK CITY
the envy of every other child In the planting of chestnut trees. There are
nent. At the New Mexico Hospital
room.
You will find Hotel Cumberland, at
several MB counties in Indiana, like
Nearly every little girl longs to Brown, Monroe and Morgan, where Broadway and Fifty fourth street, (or the Insane mass every fount:
cook something all by herself, if it the marron and the smaller
sized near Central Park, an Ideal location Sunday by the pastor.
ia only candy, or chestnuts over the chestnuts could be made a source
of In the retail shopping and theatei
nuraery fire, and too often those re- profit.
FIR8T METHODI8T EPISCOPAL
elevated
district, with the subway,
sponsible for their care, afraid of
CHURCH Cor. Eighth street and Na
A
hand
hand.
and surface cars at
burned fingers and spoiled frocks,
fonal avenue, E. C. Anderson, pastor
A
BIG
postpone the first cookery lessen until MAKES
DISCOVERY some, modern, beautifully furnished
schosv at 9:45. Preaching at
the girl has time fully taken up with
hotel with one of the best restau- 11 Sunday
o'clock. Epworth League at 6:30;
the many interests that have been hortlngton Finds That Things Once rants In the
in
moderate
but
city,
opened out to the modern school girl,
Bemoaned May Prove GreatRooms with bath, $2.80 pet evening preaching service at 7:30.
prices.
and no longer wants to learn how to
A cordial Invitation Is extended to
est Blessing.
day up. Send for booklet Harry P
cook.
ill who have no other place of wm
How the little girl may take the
"You know how opposites are at- Stlmson, manager.
hlp to attend divine services at thi
first steps in the art of good cook- tracted," said Mr. Shortington.
burch.
PURE STIMULANTS
ing Is told simply and clearly, in lan"When I was a younger man my
guage that could be understood by very particular friend and chum was Should be a part of the equipment
FIRST CHRISTIAN
CHURCH
every child, in a new cookery book, a chap who was six feet four, while of every properly stocked home.
Main and Eighth streets, W. R. Quig- which appears on the shelves of one I wasn't much more than four feet Uur
stock of whiskies is pure and is
of the big bookshops.
six. Despite the disparity in our difor medicinal purposes. gln, Pastor.
Parents confronted by the usual mensions we were the closest of uuequaled
problem of the birthday present may friends, and as far as I was concern- It is particularly suited for family
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH,
take a hint from the book. Prom fa- ed there was only one thing that use. We carry a full line of excellent Rev.
j. S. Moore, Rector. 716 National
ther there came to the little girl who marred my otherwise complete happi- wines. Home trade a specialty. The
appears as the heroine of this cookery ness and that was that I could not Opera Bar, Charles Farley, proprietor. Avenue.
Fourth Sunday in Lent, March 17,
romance a little white oilcloth-coverebe as tall as he. But the time came
table on casters, which could be push- when I thought differently about that,
Holy
Communion,
7:30;
Sunday
DO YOU KNOW WHY
ed under the big kitcher table when and when in fact, be, instead of beschool 9:45; morning prayer, confirmeeta
such
is
The
Lobby
popular
It was not being used. Three nice ing proud of his altitude, wished
mation and sermon, 11, Confirmation
only
pinafores, with sleeve and ruffle bibs, that he had been built on my more ing place for men? The answer ,is will be administered
by the Rt. Rev.
and
wines
best
handles
the
It
were her grandmother's
present. limited scale, and that was when In easy.
sauce-pan- s,
Shiny new patty-panour later life we had both come to liquors for sale in Las Vegas and is Cameron Mann, bishop of North Dabowls, an eggbeater and a toasting be afflicted with rheumatism.
in a convenient location, on the corner kota at the 11 o'clock service. Lentfork were her aunt's contribution,
"Then when I looked at him, racked opposite the Santa Fe station. A big en services, daily except Monday,
and from her mother there was a lit- with pain throughout his tall frame, line of the best
15.
cigars in always in
tle cookery book made out of her own I was glad that I was not tall but
stock. Lauoacb & Benjamin, propriecookery book, and containing all the short; and when he reflected on the tors.
BAPTI8T CHURCH. Corner Main
simple, easy things that can be made nearly two feet more of space in himavenue
and Sixth street, Rev. N. B.
the
little girl cook.
by
self that the rheumatism had to roam
GDEATER LAS VEGAS
freen. Pastor.
Early breakfast dishes, luncheon over he UBed to groan and wish that
Can be made a neautifel city at
and supper recipe6,
Preaching at 11 a. m., and 7:30 p.
asy entrees, he had been built short like me.
sauces, cakes and sweets make up the
"Isn't it singular how things come night as well as by day by th liberal m. Sunday School at 9; 45 a. m. A
contents of the book, which should about? The things that at one time use of electricity. ThOBfl merchants W. Young People's
meeting at 6:30 p.
prove a very welcome present to a we may most bemoan may prove in who already have installed electric tn. The
Is invited.
public
little would-bcook.
the end our greatest blessing."
signs have been more than pleased
with the result. Their places of busFIRST SEVENTH DAY ADVENT
iness have been made so attractive 1ST CHURCH C. McReynolds, pas
Wife Wins, as Usual.
Time honored and hoary jests about
"Of course, one can never win an that the volume of trade has increased tor. Regular services in the Chris
hash are still told, but, as a matter of argument with one's wife," remarked materially. Electric sigrs are cheaper Ion church, corner of Main and
fact, nothing more agreeable to the a broker the other day. "Even if one than you imagine. 9ee us for figures. Eighth street. Sabbath school at 2
palate of man was ever Invented. In Is perfectly right In his contention, The
Vegas Light and Power com- p. m., every Sabbath
(Saturday)
respect to hash, it may be said that a the fates, or the postofflce department
pany.
preaching at 3 p. m. All who are In
necessity has been the parent of a or something else will turn up to
terested in Bible study are cordially
pleasure, but this is true only when make it appear that the man is
to attend.
Invited
the concoction is well made. People For instance, a few days ago mywrong.
EXCUSE
NO
"HERE'S
wife
often have an idea that because a remarked that a letter In a
a
bed.
For
on
a
For
enpoor
sleeping
plain
thing is simple no care in its prepar- velope dropped in a letter box would very reasonable Investment you can
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
ation ia required, and this is the rea- be delivered even if it had no stamp.
hours as well rp Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Douglat
your
enjoy
sleeping
son that potatoes and beans and soup Of course I knew better, and told her
the venue and Tenth street
are so often poorly made by the very so, but she was obstinate. Just to a millionaire. We are selling
braBB beds cheaper than evet
popular
Morning worship and sermon at 11
persons who can cook a fine Christmas prove my contention when I was at
dinner. The common and Indispensa- the office the next day I drew a pic- before. We have many styles In the a'clock; Bible study and Sunday
ble hash suffers from this carelessness, ture of a goose on a sheet of paper. bright and satin finish, line mat school session at 9:45 a m.; Young
for too often it is but some dried up Underneath the likeness I wrote: resses, springs and pillows. .T
People's society at 6:30 p. m.
meat, indifferently hacked at and only "Dear Madam: If you pay two cents Johnsen & Son
The church extends a. most hearty
lukewarm. Hash can be made from to get this you are a goose.' I put
invitation to all people. Strangers and
SHOES.
SOLID
if
but
LEATHER
the
sheet in a plain envelope and adsome substitute
dry meat,
only
sojourners in the city are especially
is found for the natural juices which dressed it to my wife.
The next
Very much talked but very little in
are lacking. Butter and suet grease morning the doorbell rang furiously evidence except in case of high prices. welcomed.
should be added to beef bash, olive oil While I was still In bed. I wafted for Yet In
spite of the fact we have sucand a little garlic to lamb, and a beat- the wife or the maid to respond, but
in getting an excellent line of
CHRISTIAN 8CIENCE
ceeded
SOCIETY.
en egg to thicken. Soup stock or wa- both bad gone out Finally1 went to
ter fn which vegetables have been the door 'myself. There was a fooj nil leather shoes for boys that Is Regular services every Sunday morn
cooked should be used to moisten the letter carrier with that cra.zy letter, treat In value for a little money. ng at 11 o'clock and Wednesday even
mixture, instead of the plain water, and I had to dig down and pay the Prices to 13, $1.66; 13 Vj to 2, $1.25 f
which gives a flat taste,
two cents postage due. If I had given 2
to
$1.50. B'or misses and chilt.j
the letter to my wife she would have dren at same
prices.
been still more firmly convinced that
HBDGCOCKH.
German Waffles.
she was right"
f
One quart flour,
teaspoon
isalt, three tablespoons sugar, two
EASTER IS COMING.
He Remembered.
Whst
VEBSTEffS
large teaspoons baking powder, two
Lent is a good time for ladies to
When a prospective voter in one oi reflect on what kind of ;i hat they
tablespoons lard, rind of one lemon,
grated, one teaspoon extract of cinna- Chicago's election districts was asked are going to get for Easter, Rememmon, four eggs and one pint thin the date of his naturalisation he re
oream. Sift together flour, sugar, salt plied that be had taken out his pa- ber Mrs. Frank S trass is arranging for
and powder; rub in lard cold; add pers so long before that he could not her spring opening, at which will be
beaten eggs, lemon rind, 'extract, and remember Just when he had become displayed all the latest shapes and
milk. Mix Into smooth, rather thick an American.
itn
models in the season's millinery. The
batter.
Bake In hot waffle iron,
The officer to whom this statemenl wonderful millinery display will bo an
THE MERWAM WEBSTER?
serve with sugar flavored with ex was made was extremely thoughtful
event of importance. Mrs. Frank
tract of lemon.
a
for
moment.
Then
D
he added:
it is s NBW CEEA- 17
avenue.
"Can you remember who was th Strass, milliner, Uouglas
TION, covering every
field of the world's thought,
candidate for president
Republican
action and culture. The only
Eggless Plum Pudding.
NEW HATS.
that yearT
new unabridged dictionary in
One cup bread crumbs, two cups
I
many yean.
don't remember who wa
"Sure,
to announce
wishes
Btandlsh
Mrs,
flour, one cup suet choppejl fine, one
running for nrisidint," was the re to the, ladies of Las Vegas and vicinit defines over 400,000
O.
cup raisins', seeded, J.U- Sups' "Sugar,
It was the same yeai
Words; more than ever
'tut
Bponse,
is
1
new
our
spring millinery
cups svreet mTfk one tablespoon that Stuffy McGlnnls was appointed ity hat
before appeared between two
Covers. 2700 Pages. 6000 II- now On display and the ladies are insoda, level, one teaspoon cloves, on
Dog Drowader."
lustrationa.
teaspoon cinnamon,
vited to examine our stock of which
pound citron.
Boil six hours. After
st
the only dictionary
(Want
it begins to boil
and
the
best
the materials are
prices
with the new divided
well, keep on a slow, sjteady bolL
Common In New York. cannot be excellpage. A "Stroke of Genius."
New York was star- the lowest. Styles
v The stranger in
exe18 an encyclopedia is
to
are
also
ed.
We
prepared
Because
tled by the clanging of an ambulance
Brown Bread
UndwIcheS,
bell. The ambulance stopped at th cute all orders promptly.
laae grated tar y s w apple. mix side door of a hotel and the attendthe
FWanxe 11 is accepted
with cream che
rCT'7T Courts, Schoolsby and
seasoa with ants hurriedly entered the building
and
Press as the one supreme ma- salt and pepper jSpread between thin with their stretcher. But there was
thority.
slices of bro
MOTHER CRAY'S
bread.
no crowd, no confusion.
ft,
110 who knows Wins
WatiM
SWEET POWDERS
"What's the excitement?" the stranSuccess. Let na tell
native.
about
this new work.
FOR CHILDREN,
you
ger asked a
Fritters.
A
for
OartataBellel
On.
"There's no excitement," the latter
FrverUharaa,
a
'Woe
little
Ws,
alt,
voHaiipauon,
cup
milk,
,
netmcie,
twj,
Troubles,
replied. "A stage lady has shot
and Teething
WRITE tat asaeoBiai of
divided pact.
Harder,
aspoJjns Indian meal, one cup
a --Wl 1
TliMllwftbDiitrn
That's alL"
anlWJi
Arm..
G SC.W.RRIAMCO..
34
&F.etjt
At
; test of all, arid two heaping wealthy gentleman.
in
all
hunt.
moilin.
nrn!i)i
to.
And he hurried along. Cleveland
Don't accept Sample mailed KKKK. Address,
Ajpocrtas, of (baking powder.
Dealer.
an,Hute. A. S. OLMSTED, La Roy, N. Y.
-

Are Rich In Starch and Fa. Better
Than Potatoes and Almost is
Good as Bread.

Choir Loft

after-dinne-

8

MVM
o'clock la

TEMPLE

O.

R.

MONTEFIOH

aitnue and Ninth street.

am.

C.

MILLIONS

L

Douglas
J. 8. Halsin.

rabbi.

u-i5YR- UPriGS

Services snd sermon every Friday
night at 8 o'clock. Services for cnll
dren and Sabbath school every Satux
dsy morning at 10 o'clock.

EUXIRef SENNA

FOR COLDS AND HEADACHES, B4DKESTON AND SOUR
STOMACH, CAS AND FERMENTATION, CONSTIPATION AND
BILIOUSNESS. WITH MOST SATISFACTORY RESULTS.

SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH Cor
ner Columbia and Railroad Avamss.
Rev. W. R, Burgess, Pastor.
Preaching 11 a m., and 8 p. m by
the pastor; Sunday school 9:45 a m.,
B.

P. U., 3 p. m.

Y.

to attend

are

All

CALIFORNIA FIG 5YRUPC0.
IN THE CIRCLE
ON EVERY PACKAGE 0FTHE GENUINE

welcome

these services.

IN UNCERTAIN

furnish drivers if necessary. We also
are supplied with a fine line of good
carriages and prompt, courteous service is guaranteed. M. L. Cooley, Liveryman.
WHAT IS THE REA80N
For the fact that the Ideal Sanitary
dairy is constantly gaining new customers and is holding its old patrons?
Because it furnishes the best, purest
and richest milk. The milk is abso
lutely free from contamination. It Is
handled In sterilized rooms by scientific processes. Try the Ideal's milk
a while and you will never change.
IT

m

THE WONDERFUL POPULARITY OF THE GENUINE SYRUP
OF FIGS AND ELIXIR OF SENNA HAS LED UNSCRUPULOUS
MANUFACTURERS TO OFFER IMITATIONS,
IN ORDER TO
MAKE
A LARGER PROFIT AT THE EXPENSE OF THEIR
CUSTOMERS.
IF A DEALER ASKS WHICH SIZE YOU WISH
OR WHAT MAKE YOU WISH. WHEN YOU ASK FOR
SYRUP OF FIGS AND EUXW OF SENNA, HE IS PREPARING TO DECEIVE YOU TELL HIM THAT YOU WISH THE
0 C8NT. Or AI COHOLl
GENUINE.
MANUFACTURED BY THE CALIFORNIA FIG
SYRUP CO
ALL RELIABLE DRUGGISTS KNOW THAT
THERE IS BUT ONE GENUINE
AND THAT IT IS MANUMtCpSSTOWMM,
FACTURED BY THE CALIFORNIA
FIG SYRUP CO ONLY

WEATHER

safest and surest way to travel
with a horse. We carry a full line
livery outfits and are prepared to

The
is
of

FAMILIES

NOTE THE NAME
W
J.1..11IBJH
Mill
i Mm
- i - (til - b sit
- - 'lliriB
m

.-

iBCSKRUPC?

m m

I n
PRINTED STRAIGHT ACROSS. NEAR THE BOTTOM. AND IN
THE CIRCLE. NEAR THE TOP OF EVERY PACKAGE, OF THE
GENUINE ONE SIZE ONLY. FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING
DRUGGISTS
REGULAR
PRICE SOc PER BOTTLE.

MINIATURE PICTURE
OF PACKAGE

SYRUP OF FIGS AND ELIXIR OF SENNA IS ESPECIALLY
ADAPTED TO THE NEEDS OP
LADIES AND CHILDREN.
AS IT IS MILD AND PLEASANT
GENTLE AND EFFECTIVE, AND
ABSOLUTELY FREE FROM OBJECTIONABLE INGREDIENTS.
IT IS EQUALLY BENEFICIAL
FOR WOMEN AND FOR MEN. YOUNG AND OLD FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS.
ALWAYS BUY THE GENUINE.

18 NOT STRANGE

California

It is not strange that so many people eat at Kate Wright's Montezuma

restaurant on Center street The bill
of fare Is generous and the price Is
cheap 25 cents for regular meals
Many people wonder how It Is possible to serve such e cellent meals so

Fig

Syrup Co

Subscribe for The Optio

cheaply.

Capital Paid in

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00
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T. KOSKINS, Caahlcr.

AS VEGAS

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

LqlS Vegfrs

Savings Bank

e

Capital Stock, $30,000.00

Left-Over-

5,

i

one-hal-

'

New

w International
Dictionary
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Office with the San Miguel National Bank
Wm. G.

President
Vice President
Treasurer

Haydon

H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

Interest PeJd on Deposits

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind, his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only af protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, bo- cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

if

Always Pays to Buy

A

dverflsett Goods

1

OUR NEW SYSTEM
MAKES

EVERY

DAY

PAV TA CW

A

MD PA V

Corner Building

fjjkfL

West Side of Plaza

TELEPHONE MAIN 193 OR 194
B.

L57

iTV

lot of Particular Pine Table and Cooking Apples
at Attractive Prices.
A

FOR CASH
FRI DAY - - SATURDAY MON DA Y

18th

16th

15th

IT WILL PAY YOU TO TAKE ADVANTAGE

Cream Loaf Flour, the very
$1.50
best, per sack
1.50
Lily Flour, very fancy
1.45
Kansas Pride.
2.60
hundred.
Potatoes, per
1.35
50 lbs. Potatoes
100 lbs. Sugar
6.85
1.00
14 lbs. Sugar
lbs.
Pure
Lard
2.25
20
' '
1.15
10 lbs. Pure Lard
5 lbs. Pure Lard
60
.40
3 lbs. Pure Lard
-

!

jboxCitySodacraclrers
jbox Graham
I box Oat Meal
Ibox Oyster crackers
25 lbs. Mexican Beans $1.00

125

OF THIS SALE

200 Dozen Oranges, regular
35c size per Dozen 25c
20 lbs. Compound Lard.

-

lbs. Compound Lard
5 lbs. Compound Lard
3 lbs. Compound Lard
Standard Hams
Standard Breakfast Bacon
1 lb. Dairy Butter
sacks Salt or,
bars D. C. Soap, or
bars Lighthouse Soap
100 bars Lighthouse Soap
100 bars D. C. Soap
packages Macaroni, or
packages Spaghetti, or
packages Vermicelli
10

3.00
3.00

.25

3

1

1.65
90
50
30
.15
.16
.30

.25

8

.25

doz. Fresh Eggs

If You Are Interested n Reducing the
Cost of Living Let Us Have Your Order for All You Can Use.

.....

J.

H. STEARNS,
GROCER.
TREATMENT

PRICE
FAIR quality
Minded Patrons

CeSS

Get in line come to us for your Groceries, Bakery Goods, and
Meats. We will guarantee your money will go farther without

3

$1.55
80
1.50
25
1.00
25
10
25
25
15
65
30
30
2r
25

Macaroni

2.",

3

Spaghetti
Vermicelli
lbs. can Huylers Cocoa
1 lb. of 80c Tea
8 bags Salt
5 pkga. best Gloss Starch
1 25c box Toilet Soap
10 bars Sail Soap "laundry"
9 bars Quick-Was- h
Laundry Soap
8 bars LigbtHouse Laundry SoP
7 bars Tar Soap
3 cans Polly Prim Cleaner
Small can Pure Lard
Medium can Pure Lard
Large can Pure Lard
Small can Compound
Medium can Compound
Large can Compound
Prime Bacon, per lb
Prime Hams, per lb

25
25
10

3

,

50
25
25
15
.25
25

Santa Fe train No: 1 yeaterday afdram of Old Taylor bourbon ternoon struck and killed Ijorenzo Ba
Try
the Opera Bar.
ca, an aged Mexican, about a quarter
of a mile south of Watrous. Baca, it
Miss Bessie Clark win give a St. is said, was
gathering coal from the
Patrick souvenir danre at Rosenthal Santa Fe road bed and failed to heed
hail Saturday night March 16.
the warning whistle of No. 1.' He
was 80 years old and is survived by
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged a family.
in the wood.
Direct from distillery
to you At the Lobby, of course.
The Loyal Order of Moose will hold
a social and business meeting tonight
A marriage license was issued this
in the Knights of Pythias hall. For
morning at the court house to Maria
three boxing matches
entertainment
Cruz Martinez, aged 17, and Jesus
one
and
match have been
wrestling
Maria Quintana, aged 25. Both are
Two of the boxing matches
booked.
of
residents
Oerrito.
will be between local artists and the
other
bout will be between two well
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Webb of Pasaknown
professionals. A big "feed"
dena, Oalif., are the iiarents of a baby
scheduled
for the conclusion of the
is
son born to them yesterday.
Mrs.
All local and visiting brothmeeting.
Webb is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
ers are invited to be present.
C. C. Robbins of this city.
We will not trim any more hats
this year, as we have bought an Immense stock of trimmed hats. Also a
big lot of hat trimmings, wire,' etc.,
which we will sell cheap. Inspection
invited.
ROMERO MERCANTILE CO.
Estevan Barraras, for a number of
years a patient at the Asylum for the
Insane, died at the Institution recently. Barraras was an old soldier and
a pensioner. He was sent here as a
patient from Santa Fe coudty, where
he has a brother ana a number of relatives.
Probate Judge and Mrs. Adelaido Ta
foya are the parents of a baby daugh
ter born yesterday at their home on
the West side. Judge Tafoya is said
to be a strong, advocate of woman's
suffrage now, so that the young miss,
upon growing up, may cast a straight
republican vote.
The snow blockade in Kansas west
of Newton on the Santa Fe was broken last night and all of today's traine
came into Las Vegas running but little behind time. The California Lim
ited arrived here at 8 o'clock this
morning and train No. 1 came in at
Train
3:00 o'clock this afternoon.
No. 7, running In two sections, was
reported on time as was No. 9. All
of yesterday's trains were sent west
.
from Newton over the Belen
Limited
mail
from
California
The
the
and train No. 9 of yesterday will arrive in Las Vegas tonight on train
No. 8 from Albuquerque. The Santa
Fe pay checks weiw on yesterday b
train No. 1 and will not arrive In Las
Vegas until tomorrow. They will be
morning at 8
given out Monday
o'clock.
cut-off-

The Right Rev. Cameron
Mann,
bishop of .North Dakota, who is at the
present time filling the vacancy in
the New Mexico missionary district
made by the death of Bishop J. Mills
Kendrick, will administer the apostolic rite of confirmation on a class
tomorrow morning at St. Paul's Memorial Episcopal church. Bishop
Mann will also fill th pulpit at the
morning service. Bishop Mann will
accompany Rev. J. S. Moore, rector
of St. Paul's church, to Boston where
they will hold services tomorrow
evening 'at the aGte City Episcopal
church.

IT'S

A

HORSE ON

From a Strictly
Sanitary Point
you will do well to send your

family washing to us.
sider these reasons:

Con-

launder your
clothes in clean, sanitary surFirst.

We

roundings.
Second. We launder them
by a process that is scientific
cally perfect. It really disinfects as well as cleanses
your clothes.
Third. You know when
your garments are sent to us
they are not being worn by
anyone.
Our service is
Fourth.
prompt and regular. Weather,
sickness, holidays none of
these affect it.
Fifth. It costs you little
more.
Try us.

BROTHER A. M.
SPRING CLOTHING

ABLER
are now receiving our
Clothing for Spring and we
want to impress you with the
We

DROVE ANOTHER MAN'S EQUINE
FOR 8EVERAL DAYS AND
THOUGHT IT HiS OWN.

Shattered into fragments is the once
worldwide reputation of a. M. Alder
as a judge of horses. How Mr. Alder
came to lose
his prestige among
horsemen is related as follows: Several days ago Mr. Adler
bethought
himself of his driving horse, "Snip,'
which had been on pasture since last
fall. Mr. Adler decided that poor
Snip should be brought to town, given plenty of feed and allowed to sleep
in a warm stable. Accordingly he sent
a man to the pasture to bring Snip
to town. In a short time a horse
was placed in Mr. Adler's stable. He
e
was well fed and shod and shortly
a thoroughly contented equine.
Mr. Adler hitcheo the animal to
his carriage and drove him about
town on pleasant days.
Yesterday
Walter Hayward, from whom Mr. Adler purchased Snip, entered the Hub
clothing store.
"I see you've traded horses," volunteered Mr. Hayward. "What have you
done with Snip?"
"That's Snip," answered Mr. Adler.
"I'd know that horse any place and I
wouldn't sell him for a pre'ty penny."
"Well," said Mr. Hayward, "if that
is Snip, he has been treated to the
peroxide blonde dope. I- - notice he
has a white face. He has also grown
a couple of hands. That pasture cer
tainly agreed with him if it increased
his stature that much at his age and
in so short a time."
"By Jingo" or words to that effect
ejaculated Mr. Adler, "that isn't
Snip, is it?"
It was discovere that the man
who had been sent to the pasture hatf
brought in a horse belonging to M.
L. Cooley, leaving, poor Snip to feea
on what pickings he could find In the
pasture while the other beast was
enjoying the liberal feed box in the
Adler stable.
The real joke of the story is that
Mr. Cooley, according to the report,
will present Mr. Adler with a bill tot
the use of his horse.

E. T. Plowman, manager of the Maroons, received a communication this
morning from M. W. Morris of Glen-dalCal., relative to signing up with
the Las Vegas team for this season.
Morris states that be is an infielder
and for references refers Mr. Plowman to "Brother" Smith and "Chief"
Morris says
Lockhard,
that he is anxious to sign up with tne
Meadow City aggregation
and will
bring with him a classy first baseman
If a man for this position is needed.
Mr. Plowman received a number of
applications from ball players previous to the organization for this season and is now In communication with
the best of them. The finance committee expects to lose no time In getting busy and hopes for the support
If you want to get the wnnt you
of all of the loyal ball fans.
want to get. you want to get your
want in a want getter. The Optic
VIOLENCE RESORTED TO.
wants you to get the want you want
London, March 16. The first disor- to get Try the 'Want Ads" and see
der of the British coal strike occurSTRIKE SEEMS CERTAIN.
red today at Lanarkshire, Scotland,
New York, March 16. Suspension
where one policeman was seriously
injured in a conflict between officers of work of 180,000 miners in the anand striking union miners. The trou- thracite coal region on April 1, can
ble was preceded by a raid on the be prevented only by compromise,
homes of 200
twiners, who but neither the coal operators nor the
had left to return to work in the owners, show the slightest Indication
mines.
today of yielding from their positions.
The critical moment has now ar- The miners have decrfned to modify
rived, the authorities believe. Extra their demands for a 20 per cent inprecautions are being taken to check crease in wages, an eight hour workoutbreaks. Hundreds of thousands of ing day, recognition of the union and
men and women will be added within other conditions. The operators made
a few days to the two million persons no counterproposal.
idle throughout Great Britain as a
Should neither side retreat from its
result of the, strike. Ten thousand present position the mine workers in
skilled mechanics' were thrown out the hard coal region on the expiration
of employment today by the closing of the
present working agreement on
down of the Great Western railroad March 31, will lay down their tools
construction works, at Swinton, by and
suspend work until an agreement
he coal shortage. The Ixmdon and is reached.
Northwestern railway gave notice it
would curtail its service Monday.

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

81

617 Douglas

MONUMENTS
Bills Bros., 771 Broadway, Denver,
Colo.
Aaron
Local representative,
Ralney, UOt Eleventh street.
Las Vegas, N. M.

WHITE Kr i CHEN.
Chicken or turkey dinner at tho
Mials 25c.
White Kitchen Sunday.
Open day and ni?bt.

fact, that the Patterns and

WANTED Three furnished rooms
for light housekeeping. Two In family. Address B. R. S., care of Optf
tic,

"Spring Suif
GREENBERGER.

Copyright Hart Scbafbcr Ic Utrx

A SQUARE DEAL.

THE

Works Both Day and Night.
Put up an Electric Sign Mr.

Merchant you can then talk to
the People in the Evening.
Get our Electric

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

If it may be termed a science

The
Science oi
Selling

include

class in the southwest use the.

OPTIC

PERRY 0NIQN & SON
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SEE US
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Before Buying Elsewhere and

N

CONVINCE YOURSELF

Agents.

fffHJSIE R SPECIAL
TRY AN AD. IN THE

ARE THE
BEST TO BE

HAD.

BOUCHER
rhaac Vi-e-

WANT COLUMNS

CASH BARGAINS

Remember any Variety of Standard Sweet Pea Seed

SOI Sixth Street

a means of presenting the

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this

Farms

N

.50
1.00

THE GRAAF & HAY WARD CO.

must

numerous

1.10
.30

5c Per Ounce,

Advertising

Proposition.

is too limited to give the

GOODS and SERVICE

.15

on Between
and Electric

Big Fight is

the Sun
Signs, but the Electric Sign
has the Best of it Because it

E

THAT

.17

Mo-

dels are handsomer than ever
before, our aim is to improve
each season, and this season's
patterns show the effect of our
efforts. A great share of our
Hart Schaffner and Marx suits
are now in and displayed and
we would be pleased to have
you look them over. We realize,
A little later
you will be thinking,

OUR SPACE

We Have to Offer

TOO LATE TO CLA8SIFY

OF

ARRIVAL

We have the very best stock of both the Standard and Spencer
types. Separate colors or assorted.
Telephone and we will deliver One Package or Fifty.
One Ounce or Che Hundred.

r.5

.r!...JJh

Eugene D. Lojan, who hat been employed for the past seven months as
stenographer and cierk at the county clerk's office, has accepted the position of stenographer for the state
corporation commission at Santa Ke
at $1,200 a year. Many of Mr. Lujan's
friends wish him the best of suc- -

16, 1912.

Our Cash Prices,

25
.25
.35

my

MARCH

Sunday is Sweet Pea Day.

25

i fU

SATURDAY,

non-unio-

jaye maJe 0UT
business a sue- -

than elsewhere.
A few of our cash prices for the 18th and 19th:
Sack Boss Patent Flour
i Sack Boss Patent Flour
i
H Sack Old Homestead Flour
'
10 lbs. Potatoes
15 lbs. Sugar
4 lbs. Good Rice
Large can Utah Tomatoes
Good Corn, 3 cans for
3 cans Soups
1 25c can Table
Apples
3 lb. Jar Heinz Preserves
Quart jar Apple Butter
Quart jar Mince Meat
3 boxes Quaker Corn Flakes..
3 boxes Rolled Oats

btlfc,

souvenir dance at
armory Saturday night.

ALWAYS BUSY,

THAT'S

STORE

DAILY

Hig St. Patrick's

AT

THE

LOCAL NEWS
mcrI view photo jmstaJf, at Schael
er s.

Special Sale Day

A

IS.

VtOM

CA

lEWHT

OPTIC'S

WANT COLUMNS

I!

